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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Urbanization and migration have been a very important issue in many developing countries in the 

past decade. While bolstering economic development, urbanization and migration have also led to 

many urban issues such as soaring housing price, traffic congestion, pollution and social 

segregation. China as one of the most prominent example, experienced a series of social, 

economic, and environmental transformations in the last decade. Migration and labor market 

processes in China cities are deeply influenced by an institution-based opportunity structure. The 

household registration system (inner passport) system, in particular, is interwoven with 

distribution of services and job opportunities. Most peasants who enter cities in response to 

increased demands for cheap labor force are not granted urban citizenship and are treated as 

“outsiders” to the urban society. During recent decade, a new trend of migration trend known as 

city-city migration emerges. City-city migrants are in many aspects significantly different from 

rural-urban migrants but suffer from similar discrimination in the job market and social welfare 

system. The experiences of these “temporary migrants” contrast with those of “permanent 

residents” who have access to many institutional resources. However, due to data limitations, few 

studies have systematically investigated this issue. To fill this gap, I use the Chinese General Social 

Survey 2010 to explore factors determining China urban residents’ happiness by structural 

equation modeling and then examine how effects of these “happiness” determinants vary across 
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the three migration identities. Empirical findings tells us that two democracy-related attitudinal 

factors: institutional trust and passion for political participation influence happiness considerably 

but self-association and high-end consumption plays a weaker role. Stratifications defined by 

social status and birth cohort are prominent. Influence from attitudinal factors and social-economic 

variables on happiness exhibits significant variation across three migration identities. Additionally, 

incorporating assessment of income and social inequality into happiness will significantly change 

the “influence structure” of those “happiness” determinants. These results hint a new social order 

of stratification in China and provide some policy implications for building inclusive cities and 

achieving sustainable development. 
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1. Introduction 
 

         Happiness is a key indicator of the livability and sustainability of a city. Researchers from 

both developed and developing countries have been trying to understand a puzzle: a rising 

economy with falling levels of happiness (Brockmann, 2009). In China, urbanization helps bolster 

economic development by improving the business environment, upgrading infrastructure and 

attracting low-cost labor force from rural area. By the 1990s, the estimates of the “floating 

population” – rural people leaving the county-side in search of work elsewhere- were in the range 

of 100 million (Solinger 1999a, 18). However, it also gives rise to many “city diseases” such as 

serious air pollution, traffic congestion, soaring housing prices, highly competitive job markets 

and social inequality. Since 1980s, a large number of young people from rural areas have migrated 

to urban area and became industrial workers. However, institutional reforms aimed at improving 

the living quality of these migrants have failed to keep pace with this trend. While the urban 

economy have continued to grow, urban residents have become less happy. The main cause of the 

unhappiness among urban residents is social segregation.  

         Household registration system (also known as inner passport), a population management 

system with Chinese characteristics. Under this system, people can only enjoy social welfare 

benefits (e.g. insurance, free health care and public education) when working in their own 

household registration places (Appleton, Knight, Song & Xia, 2004). China’s “socialist economy” 

is marked by blend of central planning and market economy. On the other hand, central and local 

governments continue to control urban permanent residence and entitlements. As a result, rural 

migrants suffer from limited access to professional training, career coaching, health care and good-

quality public education. Consequently they have a lower social status compared to locals (Chan, 
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2010). The young, distorted and segmented urban labor market fully reflects institutional barriers 

that block peasant migrants from prestigious jobs, as well as opportunities in a rigid institutional 

hierarchy (Fan 2002).Therefore, although making great contributions to urban development and 

economic growth, these migrants are far away from getting the rewards and respect consistent with 

their efforts (Knight, Deng, & Li, 2010). Rural-urban migrants usually find it hard to build 

relationships with urban locals and strengthen their connection with local communities. In 

addition, they suffer from discrimination from locals people in the local job markets, which makes 

their situation even harder to bear.  Rural-urban migrants often lack of a sense of belongingness to 

the city and discontentment with what they perceive as an unfair treatment which may lead to 

many social conflicts.  

        Previous studies mainly focus on rural-migrants whose household registration place is in a 

rural area. My thesis looks at this group too but it also look at city-city migrants. Unlike rural-

migrants, this second group holds an urban household registration identity in their hometown, but 

they still suffer from discrimination in job market and social welfare system because they are not 

“locals” in cities where they migrate.  

        My thesis differs from previous “happiness” studies in two ways. First, a few existing studies 

incorporate household registration identity into their empirical model but choose to divide urban 

residents to three groups: rural migrants without urban local household registration status; people 

who are as urban residents with urban household registration status granted at birth; and people 

who have acquired urban residency and who have changed their household registration status from 

rural to urban in the past (Jiang, Lu & Sato, 2011). In contrast, I divide urban residents into three 
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groups based on a new criterion: urban locals (either granted urban household registration system 

at birth or acquired later); rural-to-urban migrants; and city-to-city migrants.   

        Second, existing studies have already examined the effect of residential status on income 

inequality, political participation, access to social welfare and other social-economic factors as 

determinants of happiness (Appleton & Song, 2008). After controlling for social-economic and 

demographical factors, I further introduce into the model: individual trust, institutional trust, 

association, information acquisition, consumption pattern, perception of social fairness, 

willingness for political participation and self-identified social status into the model after 

controlling for social-economic and demographical factors. Such an expanded analysis is 

meaningful because happiness depends on the quality of both material and spiritual life. 

Incorporating measures of both factors in the model to explore how they influence life happiness 

can enhance the model’s explanatory power and provide deeper insight into determinants of 

happiness. In recent years, the quality of life and mental health of city-to-city migrants have 

become rising concerns. However, whether the influence of these “happiness” determinants differs 

across my three different migration identities remains an open question. 

         My thesis employs data from Chinese General Social Survey (CGSS) 2010. As a general 

social survey, the CGSS was originally designed and conducted jointly by the Renmin University 

of China and Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. It was designed with a relatively 

consistent framework of questions to monitor systematic change in social structure, quality of life 

and their linking mechanisms in urban and rural China. I derive measure of all latent factors from 

this rich data set. CGSS also provides comprehensive social-economic and demographical 

variables, which allows me to more accurately measure how above mentioned latent factors 
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influence life happiness. Studying the determinants of life happiness of locals, rural-urban 

migrants and city-city migrants provides important implications for social integration and 

sustainable development of Chinese cities. This paper focuses on three aspects of life happiness: 

the overall level of life happiness across three groups; comparison of structural relationship among 

life happiness, social trust, association etc. in the three groups; and the social-economic 

determinants of happiness. The empirical strategy applies confirmatory factor analysis, structural 

equation modelling and ordered logit model. 

         My thesis is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews the background of immigration in large 

Chinese cities and the social issues generated by inequality and conflicts. Section 3 discusses 

previous studies on happiness of Chinese urban residents in a critical and comparative manner. 

Section 4 explains the conceptual framework of my analysis and the corresponding empirical 

models. Section 5 presents and discusses main empirical results and integrates theoretical analysis 

with empirical findings. Section 6 summarizes key findings and provides policy implications.  
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2. Background 

2.1 Rural-Urban Migration  

         Since the 1980s, labor-intensive industries such as manufacturing and construction have been 

exerting a strong “pull” for Chinese peasants to migrate to cities and accelerate the development 

of urban labor market. Urban locals are unwilling to take such tedious jobs with low salaries but 

heavy work. At the same time, the strong desire to earn a good life, with large demand gaps in 

urban labor market, motivate rural people to migrate to cities. In the past thirty years, these 

migrants have made great contributions to China’s robust economic growth and rapid urbanization. 

However, large-scale rural-urban migration failed to advance institutional reforms of the rigid 

household registration system, which has resulted in serious social segregation and discrimination 

(Friedman & Lee, 2010).  

2.2 City-City Migration    

         In pre-reform China, labor allocation was highly centralized and tightly controlled by the 

state. The system of “unified state assignment” assigned school graduates to specific sectors, 

occupations and regions according to the state’s development blueprints. Graduates holding urban 

household registration status usually chose to take the jobs governments assigned to them after 

graduation. Such a job allocation system always sent graduates back to institutions or state-owned 

enterprises located in their hometowns, especially when private business and foreign investment 

were still in the early development stage. However, in recent years, the relocation of heavily 

polluting manufacturing factories and the transformation and upgrading of economic structure in 

Chinese cities have caused sluggish demand for low-skill industrial workers but soaring demand 

for well-educated people.  
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2.3 Key Difference between These Two Social Groups     

         Rising living costs and relatively low salaries are forcing many rural migrants to go back to 

rural areas, especially since facilities in rural area have been improved greatly. In addition, along 

with the emigration of rural migrants from large cities, another “immigration” trend emerges: 

People with urban household registration status in medium or small sized cities are self-motivated 

to move to larger cities for better career prospects. One major hidden reason is that career 

development in small cities cannot satisfy ambitious young people. Numerous private and foreign-

owned businesses cluster in large cities and provide better platforms and more possibilities for 

young people. These “urban migrants” differ from rural migrants in three aspects. First, rural 

migrants are usually low skilled and cannot earn equivalent salaries in rural area but a majority of 

city-city migrants are well educated and could have higher salary and welfare benefits if they had 

chosen to work in their hometown. Second, while few rural migrants are self-motivated to talk 

with urban locals, city-city migrants care quality of spiritual life more and are eager to build 

association with locals. Third, while rural migrants rely on their own salaries for living and take 

on the obligation to sustain their families in rural area, city-city migrants usually need financial 

support from parents and usually pursue high-end consumption style. The pressure on these city-

city migrants is not only survival pressure but also mental pressure caused by worries about the 

failure to make their parents proud of them and inexpressible loneliness. In addition, intensifying 

competition in large cities often makes them feel that it would be hard to meet expectations and 

they lose confidence in their futures. Additionally, weak associations in large cities and busy 

working styles make it hard for urban migrants to engage in social activities and have a sense of 

belonging.  
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        The two Chinese terms, “Bei Piao” and “Hu Piao”, have been used to describe these urban 

migrants in Shanghai and Beijing, These terms mean that these migrants do not have permanent 

residences and promising career prospects in these two large cities. So they tend to rely more on 

internet for social, recreational and communication activities. The mental issues and lifestyles of 

this group deserve attention from both policy-makers and academic researchers. More effective 

hukou reforms and migration policies need to be made to enhance the inclusiveness of cities.  
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3. Literature Review 

         I reviewed literatures studying people’s happiness in four dimensions: definitions of 

happiness; determinants of happiness; contextual factors influencing happiness; and structural 

differences in happiness across different social groups.  

 3.1 Definition and Importance of Happiness          

         Social scientists tried to answer the question: what is happiness and why it is important? 

Their conclusion is that happiness is an inter-disciplinary concept across neuroscience and 

psychology, philosophy and economics (Ballas 2013). Diener and Lucas (1999) argue that 

happiness is a cognitive judgement of one’s life satisfaction and affective evaluations of mood and 

emotions. Ruut Veenhoven (2008) views happiness similarly as an overall judgement of life based 

on cognitive comparison with standards of good life and affective information from how one feels 

most of the time”. And Shin & Johnson (1978) proposes that “happiness is primarily a product of 

the positive assessment of life situations and favorable comparisons of these life situations with 

those of others and in the past”.  

3.2 Determinants of Happiness  

          A group of research on determinants of happiness suggest that multiple factors influence 

self-evaluated happiness. For people in difference living or migration status, different weights are 

put on each component. Determinants of happiness can be grouped into four categories: basic 

demographic variables including age, marital status, health and education level; conventional 

social-economic variables such as income per capita, net financial assets, employment  status,  job  

categories  and  usual  working hours; comparison  variables  covering relative income, self-
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evaluated social status and perceived social fairness; attitudinal variables such as quality of 

personal relationship, personal materialism, friendship, belonging, social trust and social capital.  

         Researchers derive mixed conclusions when they study how income-related factors influence 

happiness. In developing countries, economic growth greatly improves income level of both urban 

and rural residents but money may not necessarily buy happiness (Easterlin 1994; Oswald 1997; 

Knight 2011). In addition, raising incomes of all does not increase the happiness of all. Easterlin 

(1994) suggests the reason for that “material norms on which judgments of well-being are based 

increase in the same proportion as the actual income of the society”. Tsui (2014) systematically 

measures the effect of absolute income, relative income and expected income on happiness in a 

comparative manner. He finds that increases in absolute income make people happier but the 

marginal utility of the increase diminishes. Moreover, happiness is closely associated with relative 

income and expected income. Clark (2003) and Luttmer (2005) finds that compared to absolute 

income, relative income defined by the reference group in people’s minds and the position of 

individual income in the national distribution influences happiness more heavily, which means 

inequality plays a big role in formation of happiness. Jiang, Lu & Sato (2011) revealed a similarly 

negative effect of horizontal income inequality quantified as the ratio of household per capita 

income between urban residents and rural migrants on life happiness.  

         Alesina, Di Tella, and MacCulloch (2004) find that the poor in the EU are least happy with 

income inequality but in U.S such correlation is insignificant. However, Knight (2011) proves that 

income inequality measured by Gini coefficient exerts a positive effect on happiness of rural 

residents, which may be explained by the prospect theory: it is possible for me to become as rich 

later as the currently rich people in my community. Gunatilaka (2010) points out that the 
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expectation of future income has significantly positive effect on happiness. In addition, better 

health level will improve happiness significantly (Ballas 2013; Qian 2008; Berry 2011). Healthier 

people tend to hold positive attitudes towards the future and engage in more social activities, both 

of which can make themselves happier. Age shows a non-linear effect on happiness: young and 

old people have higher life happiness, leaving middle age people least happy (Kozaryan 2017). 

Almost all studies agree that being married and employed improve happiness.  

         Regarding influence from attitudinal variables, association with other people and the whole 

society prove to be closely related to happiness (Ballas, 2013). Stable and intimate relationships 

tend to enhance happiness (Ballas & Dorling, 2007; Dolan, 2007). Among all inter-personal 

relationships, friendship is the main source of happiness (Diener and Selingman, 2002; Layard, 

2005). Knight (2010) also finds that the unobserved presence of beneficial social networks or high 

degree of trust may be responsible for promoting happiness but personal materialism shows an 

opposite effect. Moreover, engagement in local communities, social cohesion and belonging also 

influence life happiness significantly (Brereton, Clinch & Ferreira, 2008; Blanchflower & Oswald, 

2011). 

 3.3 Contextual Factors Influencing Happiness        

         Besides determinants of life happiness, there have been numerous attempts in social science 

and urban planning to analyze how contextual factors influence life happiness. Economic growth, 

urbanization, migration and environment are most frequently cited as contextual factors closely 

related to evaluations of happiness. Brockman & Delhey (2009) try to answer the “China Puzzle”: 

falling happiness in a rising economy. They conclude that negative feelings emerging in rapid 

transitions such as financial dissatisfaction, anomie and disaffection can effectively explain this 
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phenomenon. Gunatilaka (2011) also finds that various measures of life happiness appear not to 

rise in China during recent years, despite China’s remarkable increase in income per capita.         

         Growing number of research now relates urban development with happiness. Does 

urbanization bring happiness is a research question which is hard to answer, either empirically or 

theoretically. Disputes remain on the trend of happiness during significant urbanization. Edward 

Glaeser (2011) wrote in his famous book “Triumph of the city: how our greatest invention makes 

us richer, greener, healthier, and happier”: across countries, reported life satisfaction rises with the 

share of population that lives in cities”. But the negative side of city living is also obvious. 

Campbell & Converse (1976) compared life happiness between urban and rural residents to show 

that the happiness of urban residents is lower. Knight, Shi & Song (2006) also found that urbanites 

have lower happiness level than rural dwellers although they enjoyed three times income and 

consumption of rural dwellers. In addition, Kozaryan et. al. (2017) determined that unhappiness 

increases with size of a place and reaches a significant level when population exceeds several 

hundred thousand. These authors conclude that cities are least happy places, especially large cities. 

Reasons they suggest may be that “the city exemplifies a mechanical society without much 

community; a city intensifies vice, crime, and conspicuous consumption; and cities are full of 

pollution, dirt, noise, crowding, poverty, beggary and monotony of buildings” (White 2007). 

Knight (2009) studies subjective well-being of rural-urban migrants in China and finds that rural-

urban migrants settled in urban China have an average happiness score lower than rural 

households. He examines the hypothetical causes for this trend: migrants have false expectations 

about their future urban conditions, or about their future urban aspirations, or about their future 

selves. 
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          Kytta, Broberg & Haybatollahi (2015) employs an online participation geographic 

information system methodology to link contextual variations with outcomes of social well-being. 

Empirical results indicate that easy access to public services and perceived higher environmental 

quality contribute to greater happiness for urban residents but show the opposite effect in sub-

urban settings. Bartram (2010) compares immigrants’ and natives’ happiness gains from income 

and the results implies that migration as a means of increasing one’s income might be no more 

effective in raising happiness than other approaches of increasing people’s income. Bartram (2012) 

compares happiness among three groups: natives, migrants and returned migrants in Romania and 

confirmed his previous conclusion that migration motivated by the prospect of increased income 

might not bring greater happiness. Knight (2009) studies subjective well-being of rural-urban 

migrants in China and finds that rural-urban migrants settled in urban China have an average 

happiness score lower than rural households. He examined the hypothetical causes for this trend: 

migrants have false expectations about their future urban conditions, or about their future urban 

aspirations, or about their future selves. 

         Some democracy related variables also significantly influence happiness. Frey and Stuzer 

(2001) empirically proved that political outcomes closer to voters’ preference and the utility from 

political participation will raise self-evaluated happiness. In one of their earlier paper, they capture 

a positive correlation between development of institutions of direct democracy and happiness. 

Another empirical evidence from U.S actually suggest a different casual direction between 

happiness and political participation. Flavin (2011) treats happiness as an independent variables 

and finds that happier people tend to engage in political affairs much more actively. Veenhoven 

(1988), in his famous paper “The Utility of Happiness”, also defines “political participation” as a 
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factor closely related to happiness. In my thesis, I define “political participation” as a determinant 

of happiness and make the first attempt to explore the relationship between these two attitudinal 

factors in China context.  

 3.4 Varied Effects of Determinants          

         As mentioned above, numerous factors are determinants of happiness but whether their 

effects differ across social groups is worth exploring. Because urban residents with different 

migration identity may put significantly different weight on happiness determinants, 

undifferentiated urban policy may make the social segregation worse. Some relevant studies have 

provided many interesting findings. Jiang, Lu & Sato (2011) analyzed relationships among 

household registration (China inner passport) identity, inequality and happiness in urban China. 

Their main interest is to determine how the effect of horizontal income inequality on happiness 

differs across social groups: rural migrants, "born" urban residents and "acquired" urban residents 

who once changed their household registration identity from rural to urban. Their data set is 2002 

Chinese Household Income Project Survey and their statistical method is OLS regression and 

ordered probit model. They set the self-evaluated life happiness as the dependent variable and key 

independent variable is income inequality. They use income gap between urban residents and rural 

migrants to the mean income of each social group to construct the income inequality index. They 

also include dummies to differentiate each immigration status as one of primary independent 

variables. They find that rural migrants and "acquired" urban residents both have an aversion to 

horizontal income inequality. And migrants will not be happier if their relative income within their 

social group increases while urban residents do become happier when their income increases 

within their group's income distribution. In their newly published book “Blue skies over Beijing” 
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Kahn and Zheng (2016) classify Chinese urban residents into three social groups: locals, rural-

urban migrants and city- city migrants and compare their living conditions, career prospect, access 

to public service, mental health and expectation in detail. They find that migrants are in 

marginalized social-economic conditions and suffer from both wage discrimination and hiring 

discrimination. Knight (2010) found that unhappiness is not widespread in rural China, despite the 

relative poverty and low social-economic status of rural people in Chinese society. Rural people 

have limited information and narrowed reference groups, they expect their income to rise in the 

future, and they place a high value on personal and community relationships when self-evaluating 

happiness. Urban people are more materialistic and have much higher aspirations, which means 

income inequality and social fairness matter more for their happiness but inter-personal 

relationships and belonging to local community seems to have a weaker effect. 
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4. Conceptual Framework  

         We employ two-stage theoretical framework to examine determinants of happiness and test 

how the structural relationship between happiness and these determinants differs across the three 

migration identities: local, rural-urban migrants and city-city migrants. In the first stage, we 

introduce five general factors into the model to examine their influence on happiness: self- 

association, individual trust, institutional trust, high-end consumption orientation and passion for 

political participation. Consumption is a measure of material life quality while social trust and 

information acquisition focus more on quality of spiritual life, with the association having overlaps 

on these two. Instead of simply answering whether money can buy happiness, we want to compare 

which one has more weights in the formation of happiness: material life or spiritual life, thus 

providing policy implications for how to improve the happiness level in urban area.  

         In the second stage, after controlling the effect of social-economic and demographical 

variables, we explore how the influence of these factors on happiness varies across different 

migration status. It is important to capture such difference empirically, especially when migrants 

are taking an increasingly large share of urban population in Chinese large cities. Building a more 

inclusive and sustainable city poses a higher requirement for improving happiness of both locals 

and migrants at the same time. If these two groups have structural difference in components of 

happiness, policy-makers may need to customize policies and welfare programs for them. In the 

next part, we will discuss each determinants of happiness in our model in detail, provide 

justifications for including them into the model and how they can be measured in an aggregate 

level. 
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4.1 Information Acquisition 

         We divide the information channel into two categories: traditional media and modern media. 

Frequency of using these two kinds of media is used to measure the degree of information 

acquisition. In the information age, people are unavoidably exposed to massive information from 

different resources. A growing number of urban residents rely on Internet to stay informed of news 

including investigations on social issues, comments on government policies and reports of 

international affairs, with traditional media as the complementary channel. Acquired information, 

no matter the quality and from which source, will significantly shape people’s values, assessment 

of this society, perception of social fairness and their expectations to the future, thus influencing 

self-evaluated happiness. It is worth noticing that Chinese government imposes rigid control on 

traditional press including newspaper, broadcast and TV channels and most social media are state-

owned. To maintain the social stability and enhance the policy acceptance, traditional media 

usually put much emphasis on positive side of the society and hide some facts in Chinese society 

such as enlarging income inequality, sharp social conflicts, corruption or administration inaction 

to some extent. Traditional media is used as a vehicle for propaganda. Urban residents who use it 

as the main information channel may have limited access to know negative sides of the society 

and then have higher happiness level. So we hypothesized that usage of traditional media will have 

a positive effect on happiness.  

         In contrast, internet-based modern media provides great freedom for urban residents to learn 

about the society more comprehensively and communicate with each other. Although still subject 

to monitor from governments, most people can express their opinion and expose some social issues 

even scandals freely online. Through modern media, people can make peer-comparison with others 
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and better evaluate their social status. Predicted by “altruism” theory from behavioral economics, 

people may feel guilty when they are much richer than others and feel jealous when they fall behind 

the average level. Interactive modern media enables people to recognize their position in this 

polarized society and realize the severity of many development challenges such as corruption and 

environment deterioration. Such “negative” information should lower the happiness. However, 

modern media also provides a great deal of information about entertainment, catering and travel 

to people and have better platform for political participation. Such benefits will improve the 

happiness level. To sum up, the usage of modern media may have mixed impacts on happiness 

and we still want to see which side has larger effect. We choose not to predict the direction of its 

influence. Since information acquisition is not an attitudinal factor, I treat as a social-economic 

variables in the model (defined by modern-media) instead of a latent factor.  

 4.2 Association 

         Association, one key component of social capital, refers to emotional ties with other 

individuals and organizations. Many empirical works and lab experiments prove that socialization 

makes people happier. Association is a broader concept than socialization. At individual level, 

association includes gathering and contact with relatives, friends, colleagues and other people 

within the social network. Furthermore, group membership ranging from being a volunteer in a 

Non-Governmental Organization to active participation in public affairs also contributes to 

association. Both personal relationship and group membership can enhance people’s 

belongingness to the society since people have natural desires to communicate and cooperate with 

others. Sharing stories and experience with each other or working in a team to do something single 

person cannot do can bring a lot of fun and a sense of achievement, which enrich the can spiritual 
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life significantly. Association can also bring some material benefits such as a better job since 

closed personal relationship with alumni or impressive working experience in some organizations 

can make people outstanding in the pool of applicants. Rethink the role of “Association” in urban 

China context is meaningful for evaluating the livability and happiness of the city because many 

people believe great urbanization and economic development brings great life and working 

pressure to urban residents and make them more indifferent and isolated. We expect association 

have strong positive effect on happiness.  

4.3 Social Trust 

         Trust is another important component of social capital (Paxton 1999). To our knowledge, 

few studies studied the trend of social trust in urban China empirically. However, some social 

surveys suggested a decline in social trust in the urbanizing China. How trust influences happiness 

of Chinese urban residents remains an open question. Here we include both individual trust and 

institutional trust in the theoretical model. Trust in individuals such as friends, family member or 

colleagues is mainly determined by personal contact with them. If someone was once cheated by 

a friend, he may give a low score for “trust in friends” in the survey. People having high individual 

trust are more willing to help other people and seek emotional support from others without 

worrying about being taken advantage. They are more desired to make cooperation and to build 

intimate personal relationship with other people, thus more likely to succeed. Moreover, knowing 

someone you can trust and rely on when you are involved in difficult situations can make people 

feel secure and protected. Such feeling will improve happiness and enhance social cohesion. 

Besides individual trust, people will evaluate their trust in some general system or institutions such 

as police, government, education system and media etc. We define this general trust as institutional 
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trust. Compared to individual trust, institutional trust not only depends on personal experience, but 

also gets influenced by external factors. For example, knowing that someone is treated unfairly by 

the government may shake your trust in government; occurrence of fake news may make people 

distrust media; defend own property rights successfully through submitting lawsuit to the court 

will promote your trust in judicial system. Low institution trust may be a bigger problem than low 

individual trust since people tend to adjust their trust in certain institutions or systems in 

accordance with the public opinion but will change trust in individuals mainly based on their own 

experience. We expect that individual trust has positive effect at life happiness but disputes remain 

on how institutional trust influences happiness. Someone may argue that U.S people have 

extremely low trust in government, at both federal and local level, but they still have high 

happiness level. So these two seems to be uncorrelated. This logic chain is true if put in U.S context 

and it is a different case in China. In China, urban residents have weak voice in policy-making and 

lack effective channels to monitor governments, especially in the absence of independent and 

strong press. Governments take control of many other systems or institutions such as press and 

dominate the policy-making. If governments are corruptive and fail to take public interests as the 

priority, people will bear the loss. As a result, Chinese people’s happiness strongly depend on 

whether governments are other regulatory agencies are doing the right thing. So we also expect 

that institutional trust have positive impact on happiness. Including both individual trust and 

institutional trust in the model can allow us to test which one is more influential to happiness.  
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4.4 Consumption 

         Consumption is usually introduced into the happiness-measurement model since it is closely 

related to lifestyle and living quality. Young residents in urban China spend much on fashion 

products in online stores; enlarged middle class pursue high-end products and invest heavily on 

children education; senior citizens put more emphasis on health care and increase medical or 

insurance expenditure. Almost for all age groups, car ownership and usage have increased 

considerably. Consumption on entertainment and cultural activities such as social gathering, going 

to concerts, visiting museums and buying artistic works for home decoration also jumps to a new 

level. For Chinese urban residents, money may not necessarily buy happiness but the pleasant 

feeling generated by spending money may improve happiness. Previous studies usually just 

include the ratio of total consumption to total income into the happiness model. We add two 

specific factors in this part: consumption values and consumption pressure. Consumption values 

refer to how people agree with some consumption habits such as pursuing high-end consumption, 

overdraft or conformity consumption. Consumption pressure means how consumption on different 

aspects brings burden to their daily life. These two factors deal more with the mental feeling and 

then can better capture the effect of consumption at happiness. The effect of ratio of consumption 

income to income is unclear but we infer that consumption values have positive effect on happiness 

and consumption pressure has the opposite effect.  

4.5 Social Fairness and Political Participation 

         People will be unhappy if they are exposed to the risk of being treated unfairly. Such risk 

implies that people may fail to defend their own rights and to get what they deserve in the unequal 

society. Jiang (2010) found that income inequality significantly decreases happiness of urban 
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residents. But aggregated income inequality is only one dimension of China polarized society. We 

further introduce assessment of general social fairness and opinions on conflicts among different 

social statuses into the conceptual model to better account for the “inequality” effect. Passion for 

political participation is a new factor which has never been included in the happiness model. 

Although Chinese government adopts authoritarian system, more and more urban residents, 

motivated by realization of citizenship consciousness, have strong passion to provide suggestions 

in policy-making and often criticize governments. Does engaging in political affairs raise the 

happiness? We make the first attempt to answer this question. If more political participation will 

lead to more happiness, Chinese governments should speed up the democratic reform to give 

citizens more power in the political affairs and city management.  

         In the second stage, we introduce migration status into the model. We will compare how 

influence of above four factors on happiness differ across three migration status. For example, 

whether individual trust have a larger effect on life happiness of rural-rural migrants compared to 

on happiness of another two social groups. Structural and magnitude difference in “control variable 

effects” over the three groups is also what we are interested in.  
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5. Data and Methods 

5.1 Chinese General Social Survey Data 2010  

         In this study, we used Chinese General Social Survey (CGSS) 2010 to quantify how self-

association, individual trust, institutional trust, high-end consumption orientation, passion for 

political participation influence happiness of Chinese urban residents. As a general social survey 

data, the CGSS was originally designed and conducted jointly by the Renmin University of China 

and Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. Since its launch in 2003, the CGSS has 

been implemented for most years including: 2003 to 2006, 2008, and 2010 to 2015. It was designed 

with a relatively consistent framework of questions to monitor systematic change in social 

structure, quality of life, and their linking mechanisms in urban and rural China, although some 

modules of questions were asked in alternate years. Bian and Li discussed the CGSS research 

agenda, sample designs, implementation strategies and data quality in detail. The CGSS data from 

2003 to 2013 are available online to the public through the CGSS website (www.chinagss.org) . It 

is a valuable data set for China studies. However, we are the first to use it to figure out determinants 

of happiness of urban residents after 2006.  

         Based on our conceptual model, CGSS 2010 is the most comprehensive social survey 

database. Since our focus is happiness of urban residents, we only keep observations living in the 

urban area and the final sample size is 7222. Compared to other social surveys or CGSS data in 

alternative years, advantages of CGSS 2010 include the following: (I). it contains questions on the 

general society including various aspects of social structure, attitudes and living quality. (II). 

CGSS 2010 provide rich measures for all factors included in our model. For social trust, CGSS 

2010 covers 9 variables for individual trust and 13 variables to measure institutional trust. None 

http://www.chinagss.org)/
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of any other China social surveys cover so many measures for trust. In CGSS data in other years, 

only CGSS 2012 covers measures for both individual and institutional trust but this year’s data 

lack measures for other factors. Moreover, CGSS 2010 includes a special “consumption” part in 

the questionnaire. Respondents of the survey are required to report their expenditure on sixteen 

categories of goods or services and to evaluate how much pressure expenditure of each category 

put on their family. Then respondents are asked to answer to what extent they agree with some 

consumption values such as people should pursue high-end consumption style. Since consumption 

is closely related to happiness and quality of life, using consumption-related variables in CGSS 

2010 can enable us to explain happiness more comprehensively. Meanwhile, CGSS 2010 has many 

variables measuring people’s assessment of social fairness and willingness to participate in public 

affairs. (III). CGSS 2010 covers more social-economic and demographical variables at both 

individual and family level compared to other small-scale social surveys which only contain some 

basic control variables including age, income and occupation. (IV). Samples across major Chinese 

cities are systematically collected, including five tier cities: Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, 

Shenzhen and Tianjin.  

         CGSS 2010 also has some disadvantages: (I): We cannot find variables about job satisfaction 

in CGSS 2010. If happiness can be measured by both life satisfaction and job satisfaction, we can 

have a better model fit. (II): Although CGSS 2010 has a well-defined sampling framework based 

on population in urban China, it does not draw samples properly from locals and migrants. The 

ratio of migrants to locals in the sample is much lower than the ratio in the real world. Our plan is 

to test whether urban residents with different migration status have structural differences in 
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determinants of happiness. However, number of city-city migrants is relatively small, which may 

make our empirical results less convincing and robust.  

Methods  

5.2 Variable Measurement 

         In building the conceptual framework, I select measurements for each latent factor from a 

theoretical perspective. In the preliminary empirical analysis part, exploratory factor analysis 

provide suggestions on retain which measurements in the model based on the size and significance 

of factor loadings.  

Happiness:        

         Exploratory Factor Analysis assigns two perceived social-inequality measurements: self-

assessed social fairness and satisfaction of wage, working environment and career prospect to the 

same latent factor as self-evaluated life happiness. Such result implies that assessment of social 

inequality is more a component of urban residents’ happiness instead of one exogenous 

determinant. So we include all these three variables as indicators of overall happiness.  

Association:  

         Association is measured by 10 items, with the first six is about association at the individual 

level and the latter four measure group membership. 

         Whether you often participate in cultural or recreational activities during leisure time?  

         Whether you often gather with relatives during leisure time? 

         Whether you often have a party with friends during leisure time?  

         Whether you often socialize with other people during leisure time?  
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Respondents are asked to indicate the frequency of engaging in above 10 activities again based on 

a five-point scale: never, seldom, sometimes, usually and always.  

Social Trust:  

         Measures for individual trust include trust in relatives (not family members), friends, 

colleagues, classmates and businessman. Variables to measure institutional trust cover: trust in 

judicial system, central government, local government, military, police, local media and non-

government organizations. Respondents evaluate the degree of trust in these individuals and 

institutions through a five-point Likert scale: low, relatively low, average, relatively high and high.  

Consumption: 

         Three consumption-related factors are included in our model: the ratio of consumption to 

income, consumption pressure and consumption values. “Consumption income ratio” is an 

observable variable and assigned to the set of control variables. Consumption pressure and values 

are latent factors. Respondents are asked to evaluate how much pressure expenditure on following 

9 categories of goods or services bring to their family respectively: food, clothing, housing, home 

appliances, transportation, entertainment, education, health care, networking, alimony. Five-point 

Likert scale is also used here to measure the degree of pressure. Consumption value is measured 

by how respondents agree with following statements:  (1). Consumers should put more emphasis 

on the practical use of products instead of whether this product is brand-name products. (2).We 

should well-dressed even though we need to cut spending on daily products to buy those expensive 

clothing. (3).We should encourage overdraft. (4).We will get respected if we wear designer 

clothes. Respondents evaluate to what extent they agree with these statements through a five-point 

scale: strongly disagree, disagree, just so-so, agree, strongly agree. Except for the first question, 
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higher values in answers of other four questions imply an orientation towards high-end 

products/services.  

Passion for Political Participation:  

         Passion for political participation, different from “real” political participation such as voting 

behavior or attending public hearings, should be measured by whether respondents feel that they 

can get benefits from participation and whether they feel themselves capable to provide useful 

policy suggestions to governments. We finally choose four questions to account for the passion by 

the five-point Likert scale (strongly disagree, disagree, indifferent, agree, strongly agree):  

         To what extent you agree with the following statement: As a taxpayer, I have the right to 

express my opinions on government budget policy. 

         To what extent you agree with the following statement: I think that I am qualified to 

participate in government policy-making process.  

         To what extent you agree with the following statement: I am qualified to become a 

governmental official.  

         To what extent you agree with the following statement: If I submit my policy suggestion to 

government agencies, they will accept it and consider it seriously.  

Socioeconomics: 

         Based on the literature review, we examine the following socioeconomic variables and their 

relationship with car ownership and usage in 2003 and 2013. These variables include individual 

education levels, age, marital status, Hukou registration, household income, household social 

status, household size, and apartment area.  For education, we consider four levels (1) lower than 

high school, (2) high school or equivalent, (3) college or equivalent, and (4) master or higher.  For 
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marital status, we considered three categories, including single, married, and divorced or widowed.  

We converted the continuous numerical variables on age, income, household size, and apartment 

area into ordinal variables.  We included four age groups for (1) young adult (18-30 years old), (2) 

young to middle age (30-40 years old), (3) middle age (40-60 years old), and (4) senior (60 and 

over).  In terms of income, instead of using fixed nominal income groups, we considered relative 

income levels, including: (1) low income (below the 40th percentile, (2) middle income (between 

the 40th and 80th percentile, and (3) high income (above the 80th percentile,  Household social 

status was a self-evaluated Likert-scale variable in the CGSS, including low, middle, and high 

social classes. For household size, we grouped households into (1) no more than 2 members, (2) 3 

to 5 members, and (3) more than 5 members. Correspondingly, we also categorized household 

apartment areas into (1) small (less than 60 square meters), (2) medium (between 60 and 90 sq. 

m.) and (3) large (greater than 90 sq. m.). We also examined the Hukou registration, including (1) 

urban locals, (2) rural-to-urban migrants, and (3) urban-to-urban migrants.  

5.3 Empirical Strategy  

         We employed the confirmatory factorial analysis and structural equation modelling to take 

advantage of its ability to perform multivariate analysis, to reduce measurement errors through use 

of latent factors, and to test multiple hypothesis about the structural relationships among variables. 

Latent factors include: happiness, information acquisition, association, individual trust, 

institutional trust, consumption pressure, consumption values, assessment of social fairness and 

passion for political participation. They are measured by variables discussed in the data part 

through confirmatory factorial analysis. Then we can get the factor loading for every measurement. 

Next, we regress happiness on other latent factors (determinants) to test how each one influences 
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level of happiness. Then all demographical and social-economic variables are set as covariates for 

each latent factor. In the second stage of conceptual model, we divide the full sample into three 

sub-samples defined by migration status: local, rural-urban migrants, city-city migrants. Factor 

loadings of all measurements are fixed to be the same for three groups in CFA analysis. Then we 

regress happiness on other latent factors and all control variables are added to better explain the 

variation of latent factors. We can do Wald test here to compare whether the effect of control 

variables on those latent factors change across three migration status.  

         I also perform Ordered Logit model and OLS model to make robustness check. In that part, 

I average measurements for each latent factor to generate observable proxies for these attitudinal 

factors. The dependent variable for Ordered Logit model is self-evaluated life happiness measured 

on a five-point Likert scale and the dependent variables for OLS model is the average of three 

variables: self-evaluated life happiness, satisfaction of wage and career prospect and general 

assessment of social fairness. I analyze empirical results given by these two models in a 

comparative manner in order to explore changes brought by treating perception of social inequality 

as a component of happiness instead of an exogenous determinant. 
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6. Descriptive Analysis 

         Full sample size of CGSS (China General Social Survey) 2010 is 11783, with 7222 

respondents in urban area and 4261 respondents in rural area. Since my thesis focuses on happiness 

of urban residents with different migration status, I drop 4261 observations living in rural area and 

further six urban respondents who are below 18 years old. 7217 respondents in the final sample 

consists of: 6259 urban locals (86.73%), 431 rural-urban migrants (5.97%) and 470 city-city 

migrants (6.51%).  

 6.1 Variable Transformation          

         Most measurements for latent factors in our model are subjective answers from respondents 

based on a five point Likert scale (low, relatively low, average, relatively high, high). CGSS 2010 

originally assigns negative values to records such as refuse to answer, hard to choose one option 

and do not know. However, these negative values are meaningless and will make estimated 

coefficients hard to interpret. So we treat all these such negative values to missing values. We also 

flip the direction of five options for several questions so that every measurement variable is 

positively correlated to the latent factor. For example, one question in the high-end consumption 

orientation part is “how do you agree with the following statement: saving money is my first choice 

if I have extra money”. Five options are: strongly disagree, relatively disagree, indifferent, 

relatively agree and strongly agree. Actually, higher value in this variable implies a more 

conservative consumption pattern, which is inconsistent with other measurements exactly 

indicating high-end consumption style. Several measurements of willingness for political 

participation have the same issue. One case is “how do you agree with following statement: people 

like me often feel it hard to make contributions to government policy-making”. Obviously, 
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choosing 4 or 5 (relatively agree and strongly agree) implies negative attitudes towards 

participation in political affairs. These variables will have factor loadings with the opposite sign 

compared to other variables in factorial analysis, which may cause misunderstandings. Making the 

direction of all measurements of latent factors all consistent from theoretical perspective will 

eliminate such confusion and make our results easier to interpret. Another adjustment is to combine 

some variables by taking the average of them or expressing the absolute value as the proportion of 

the sum. Consumption pressure and compliance to the law are two new variables generated from 

this process.  

         CGSS 2010 asked respondents to evaluate their consumption pressure from expenditure on 

twelve different kinds of products or services respectively and people rank the pressure level using 

five point Likert scale: very low, low, average, high, very high. We take the average of these twelve 

variables to generate the proxy of general consumption pressure. We perform same operation to 

the set of variables evaluating people’s compliance to four kinds of regulations. A new variable 

reflecting general law compliance will replace these five variables in the model. Moreover, we 

transform absolute value of expenditure on twelve kinds of products and services as the proportion 

of total expenditure since the absolute value of consumption is highly correlated with the income 

level and it gives limited information about consumption structure. 

          Since the effect of most demographical and social economic variables are not linear, directly 

including them in the model or taking the log value of them may be problematic. I transform 

continuous control variables into dummy variables to mitigate this concern. Based on the literature 

review, I examine the following socioeconomic variables and their relationship with all latent 

factors. These variables include individual education levels, age, marital status, Hukou registration 
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(also known as inner passport system), household income, household social status, household size, 

apartment area, health, party membership, religion, coverage of insurance, number of properties, 

car ownership, and expenditures.      

         I also examined the Hukou registration, including (1) urban locals, (2) rural-to-urban 

migrants, and (3) city-to-city migrants. I generate dummy variables for each category of all 

demographical variables mentioned above and set the first category as the reference group in the 

empirical model. For health, I simplify five categories of self-evaluated health level into three: (1) 

unhealthy (very unhealthy and relatively healthy originally), (2) average, (3) healthy (very healthy 

and relatively healthy). I take the log value of number of properties into the model. For party 

membership, car ownership, religion and insurance coverage, we all treat them as dummy variables 

(0 or 1).  

 6.2 Analysis of Summary Statistics          

         Summary statistics are presented in Table 14 (in appendix). I firstly make descriptive 

statistics of key variables for full urban sample. Because all of all variables included in our model 

are ordinal variables derived from survey data, I calculate the spearman’s rank correlation 

coefficient to get a rough understanding of the relationship between our dependent variable (life 

happiness) and key independent variables. Below I will discuss some interesting findings in our 

preliminary data analysis part.  

          First, I briefly list some demographical characteristics of CGSS urban sample. The sample 

has a fair distribution across all age groups: 18.55% (18-29 years old), 18.07% (30-39 years old), 

22.61% (40-49 years old), 18.43% (50-59 years old) and 22.34(over 59 years old). 38.67% of full 

sample recognize themselves as low-class people, 50.87% are middle-class people and only about 
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10 percent people belongs to high social status. 16.64% of CGSS 2010 urban respondents are CCP 

member and 44.09% of them own their own apartment in urban area. For education attainment, 

25.63% of respondents have high school or equivalent education level, 23.83% have college 

education and 49.19% of them only have less than high school education. 77.43% of full sample 

are married people and 13.75% are urban migrants.  

         Then I analyze the descriptive statistics for measurement variables of latent factors included 

in our model. CGSS 2010 urban respondents’ self-evaluated life happiness is 3.81 on average but 

the average job satisfaction is one point lower: 2.79. If we solely use life happiness as measure of 

happiness, we may overestimate the happiness level of urban residents. For measurements of 

information acquisition, the frequency of using Internet, broadcast, mobile Apps and magazines to 

acquire information averages in the range from 1.7 to 2.3 and most people choose 5 when reporting 

frequency of gaining information by watching TV. The frequency of internet usage may be lower 

than expected. The reason may be that most mid-age or senior residents use Internet less 

frequently. We will reveal this fact through summary statistics by age group. For measurements of 

association, we find that urban residents prefer to have a good rest during leisure time. When 

respondents are required to evaluate the frequency of relaxing themselves in free time based on a 

five point Likert scale (1: very low 2: low 3: average 4: high 5: very high), the average value is 

3.50, which means majority of urban residents rate 4 or 5 for this question. In contrast, the 

frequency of studying during leisure time is only around 1.90 when also rated through a 5 point 

Likert scale. The frequency of participating in recreational and cultural activities such as going to 

cinema or concerts is 0.8 points lower than that of gathering with friends or attending social 

activities. For measurements of trust, we find that individual trust and institutional trust share a 
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similar average value around 3. The average value of individual trust goes hand in hand with the 

intimacy of relationship. Urban respondents on average rate 4.8 for trust in family members (near 

full mark), 4.18 for trust in relatives, 3.81 for trust in friends, 3.50 for trust in colleagues and 3.38 

for county folks. For institutional trust, they hold much higher trust in government agencies 

compared to organizations in the private sector. For example, their trust in national people congress 

and military is over 4 on average but trust in NGO or private firms is only about 3. Another feature 

is that urban respondents trust central government and central media more than local government 

and local media (4.2 vs 3.5).  

         For measurement of consumption values, the average value is only around 2, which means 

that urban residents do not show a clear high-end consumption orientation and most people do not 

accept the high-end or conformity consumption style. The average consumption pressure is only 

2.24. For measurement of social fairness, people evaluate the fairness of Chinese society at 2.87, 

just below 3 (the value of “average” option). It implies most people think Chinese society is unfair. 

Moreover, when respondents are asked to evaluate how do they agree with the following opinion: 

social inequality is caused by manipulation by certain interest groups. The average value is 3.44, 

which means most people agree or highly agree with this opinion. 3.5 average value in answering 

to what extent they agree that governments should tax more on the rich to narrow the social 

inequality tells us that most people support such income transfer policy. The last latent factor is 

willingness for political participation. Respondents give 3.68 on average when evaluating how do 

they agree with the argument: taxpayers have political rights to provide policy advice on the 

government budget policy. However, when people are asked the confidence in being qualified to 

contribute to policy-making or work as a government official, most people report a below-average 
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value. Most people do not believe that governments will effectively accept their advice in policy-

making or implementation. Chinese urban residents seem to have strong awareness for political 

participation but low willingness and confidence in doing such things.  

         Then we make the multi-group summary statistics defined by three migration statuses: urban 

locals, rural-urban migrants and city-city migrants. For demographical and social-economic 

variables, interesting findings are: 1. Both rural-urban migrants and city-city migrants are on 

average younger than urban locals;; 2. Urban locals have the lowest average family income while 

city-city migrants have the highest; 3. Most urban locals are covered by medical and endowment 

insurance but only around 20 percent of rural-urban migrants are covered by medical insurance 

and fewer of them are covered by endowment insurance; 4.Almost same proportion of three social 

groups recognized themselves as middle class people; 5. As I discuss, city-city migrants are most 

educated among urban residents and most of them hold a college or higher degree. Surprisingly, 

three social groups do not show significant difference in average value of both self-evaluated life 

happiness and job satisfaction, which implies that I should put more emphasis on structural 

difference in happiness across these three groups. City-city migrants more frequently acquire 

information using difference information channels, especially through the internet. Urban locals 

have stronger association than the other two groups. Food and daily products expenditure takes a 

larger share in total expenditure for rural-urban migrants but the general consumption pressure are 

similar for all three groups. The average individual trust and institutional trust level also do not 

exhibit significant variation in magnitude across three migration statuses. City-city migrants and 

urban locals show stronger passion and confidence in participating in political affairs than rural-
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urban migrants. For the general assessment of social fairness, all three groups give the value around 

2.8, which means they all think Chinese society is relatively unfair on average. 

 6.3 Spearman Correlation           

         The Spearman ordinal correlation results are calculated. I display the correlation coefficient, 

significance level and sample size in the table. It is encouraging to see almost all key independent 

variables are significantly correlated with life happiness. Measurements of information acquisition 

are insignificantly correlated with the measure of job satisfaction but all other key independent 

variables are significantly correlated with it. Such results provide justifications to our model 

specification to some extent.  
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7. Empirical Results 

 
7.1 Exploratory Factorial Analysis 

  

         I analyzed results of exploratory factorial analysis. I specify the number of latent factors to 

5 and use measurement variables of prescribed latent factors to make exploratory analysis. I extract 

the principal component of each measurement variable and evaluate the best factor structure from 

purely statistical perspective. One econometric rule in this process is that we should only keep 

variables with factor loading equal to or greater than 0.3 and assign it to the latent factor which it 

has the largest factor loading in. Following this rule, I sorted out the factor structure of my model. 

Generally speaking, results given by exploratory factorial analysis meets most part of my 

expectation. But social trust tells a more interesting story. Indicators for individual trust and 

institutional trust exhibits divergence trend in factorial analysis, which means I need to treat them 

separately. And this point makes much sense. Institutional trust is significantly different from 

individual trust in many aspects and I will find more theoretical and empirical evidence for this 

argument in the literature review part. Measurement of high-end consumption orientation and 

passion for political participation shows relatively good cluster effect in two factors. The finalized 

factor structure is: self-association, individual trust, institutional trust, high-end consumption 

orientation and passion for political participation. I will include measurement variables with factor 

loading around or higher than 0.3 into the next step estimation: confirmatory factorial analysis. 

Before making confirmatory factorial analysis, I repeat the exploratory factorial analysis by three 

migration identities: urban natives, rural-urban migrants and urban-urban migrants.  
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7.2 Multi-Group Exploratory Factorial Analysis 

 

         I include statistical tables for multiple group exploratory factorial analysis in the appendix 

part. Empirical results given by multiple group exploratory factorial analysis have important 

empirical implications. For the urban natives group and rural-urban migrants, the factor structure 

and factor loading for each measurement variables are similar to results based on the full sample. 

However, for urban-rural migrants, I encounter the Heywood case, which means this sub-sample 

may not provide enough sample size for stable estimates and limited number of common factors 

exist in this sample. This warning message reminds me that I need to incorporate sampling 

weights given by China General Social Survey 2010 to make rural-urban and urban-urban 

migrants sample more representative of the real world situation. Additionally, I need to make 

more robustness check to address this empirical concern. 
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7.3 Confirmatory Factorial Analysis  

Table 1:   Confirmatory Factorial Analysis without Covariates  

Log Pseudolikelihood: -189880.19   
Latent Factor: Self-Association  factor loading significance 

Frequency of participating in cultural activities 0.302 *** 

Frequency of gathering with relatives  0.521 *** 

Frequency of gathering with friends  0.848 *** 

Frequency of socializing with other people 0.564 *** 

   
Latent Factor: Individual Trust  factor loading significance 

Trust in relatives (not family member) 0.576 *** 

Trust in friends 0.796 *** 

Trust in colleagues  0.773 *** 

Trust in businessman  0.389 *** 

Trust in classmates  0.577 *** 

   
Latent Factor: Institutional Trust  factor loading significance 

Trust in judicial system  0.786 *** 

Trust in local government  0.611 *** 

Trust in police  0.842 *** 

Trust in local media 0.653 *** 

Trust in NGO 0.362 *** 

   
Latent Factor: High-end consumption orientation  factor loading significance 

I should have the same number of  brand products as 

others 0.577 *** 

I will save money in food for purchasing luxury products 0.505 *** 

Draft consumption is acceptable 0.441 *** 

I will look much better if I wear luxury clothes 0.657 *** 

   
Latent Factors: Passion for Political Participation  factor loading significance 

I am qualified to participating in governmental affairs  0.210 *** 

My opinion and advice will influence policy-making 0.757 *** 

Government care about my opinion and ideas 0.622 *** 

I am confident enough to discussing public affairs with 

others 0.295 *** 
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7.4 Confirmatory Factorial Analysis with Covariates 

Table 2:  Confirmatory Factorial Analysis with Covariates  

Number of Obs: 5923   Loglikelihood: -180101.108                        

AIC: 360768.215  BIC: 361761.229   
 Happiness  

 correlation significance 

Self-Association  0.047  

Individual Trust 0.362 *** 

Institutional Trust  0.638 *** 

High-end Consumption Orientation 0.107 * 

Passion for Political Participation  0.340 *** 

   
 

Measurement Part:    
Latent Factor: Happiness  factor loading significance 

Self-evaluated life happiness  0.525 *** 

Job and Salary satisfaction  0.514 *** 

Assessment of social fairness 0.492 *** 
 

  
Latent Factor: Self-Association  factor loading significance 

Frequency of participating in cultural activities 0.484 *** 

Frequency of gathering with relatives  0.594 *** 

Frequency of gathering with friends  0.760 *** 

Frequency of socializing with other people 0.630 *** 

   
Latent Factor: Individual Trust  factor loading significance 

Trust in relatives (not family member) 0.682 *** 

Trust in friends 0.858 *** 

Trust in colleagues  0.841 *** 

Trust in businessman  0.407 *** 

Trust in classmates  0.662 *** 

   
Latent Factor: Institutional Trust  factor loading significance 

Trust in judicial system  0.847 *** 

Trust in central government  0.720 *** 

Trust in local government  0.846 *** 

Trust in police  0.897 *** 

Trust in local media 0.739 *** 
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Table 2. (cont.)  

  

 factor loading significance 

Trust in NGO 0.415 *** 

   
Latent Factor: High-end consumption orientation  factor loading significance 

I should have the same number of  brand products as 

others 
0.659 *** 

I will save money in food for purchasing luxury products 0.548 *** 

Draft consumption is acceptable 0.569 *** 

I will look much better if I wear luxury clothes 0.635 *** 

   
Latent Factors: Passion for Political Participation  factor loading significance 

I am qualified to participating in governmental affairs  0.317 *** 

My opinion and advice will influence policy-making 0.689 *** 

Government cares about my opinion and ideas 0.677 *** 

I am confident enough to discussing public affairs with 

others 
0.342 *** 
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Table 3:  Regressing latent factors on Covariates  
 

Control Variables        

Car Ownership Happiness  

Self 

Association   

Individual 

Trust  
High school graduate       
College degree  0.006  0.077 *** -0.014  
Master or Higher degree -0.116 *** 0.113 *** -0.011  
CCP Member  -0.098 *** 0.143 *** 0.047 ** 

House Ownership -0.054 *** 0.044 *** 0.016  
Health Level  0.050 ** 0.034 * 0.016  
Main information channel: 

Modern Media 0.011  0.046 ** 0.041 * 

Middle Family Income Level 0.136 *** 0.145 *** 0.055 *** 

High Family Income level  -0.014  0.119 *** -0.016  
Middle Social Status  0.049 * 0.122 *** 0.000  
High Social Status  0.078 ** 0.129 *** -0.018  
Age: 18-30 years old  0.328 *** 0.062 *** 0.056 * 

Age: 30-40 years old 0.281 *** 0.071 *** 0.017  
Age: 40-60 years old  0.036  0.126 *** -0.027  
Married  0.009  0.070 *** 0.014  
Divorced or Widowed  -0.007  0.055 *** 0.021  
Migrant  -0.003  -0.085 *** -0.053 * 

House Size: 70-100 sqm  0.017  -0.074 *** -0.052 ** 

House Size: over 100 sqm -0.011  -0.056 *** -0.015  
Covered by medical 

insurance 0.052 ** 0.001  0.011  
Average Consumption 

Pressure 0.087 *** -0.013  0.025  
Compliance to rule and law  0.027  0.037 ** 0.000  

 -0.246 *** 0.031  -0.034 * 
 0.131 *** 0.035 * 0.127 *** 
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Table 3. (cont.) 
 

Control Variables        

Car Ownership 

       

Institutional 

Trust  

High-end 

consumption 

orientation   

Passion for 

Political 

Participation  
High school graduate       
College degree  0.008  0.059 *** 0.061 *** 

Master or Higher degree -0.064 *** 0.009  0.033  
CCP Member  -0.081 *** 0.048 ** 0.094 *** 

House Ownership -0.035 *** 0.047 *** 0.023  
Health Level  0.035 * -0.040 * 0.124 *** 

Main information channel: 

Modern Media -0.005  0.067 *** 0.046 ** 

Middle Family Income Level 0.030  0.065 *** 0.050 ** 

High Family Income level  -0.094 *** 0.032 ** -0.013  
Middle Social Status  -0.077 *** -0.001  -0.027  
High Social Status  -0.105 *** 0.034  -0.055 * 

Age: 18-30 years old  0.063 *** 0.078 *** 0.135 *** 

Age: 30-40 years old 0.006  0.076 *** 0.110 *** 

Age: 40-60 years old  0.017  0.088 *** 0.056 * 

Married  -0.009  0.071 *** 0.012  
Divorced or Widowed  0.000  0.066 *** -0.011  
Migrant  -0.064 ** -0.091 *** -0.103 *** 

House Size: 70-100 sqm  -0.009  -0.095 *** -0.082 *** 

House Size: over 100 sqm -0.027  -0.025  -0.014  
Covered by medical 

insurance 0.025  0.043 ** 0.010  
Average Consumption 

Pressure 0.013  0.072 *** 0.019  
Compliance to rule and law  0.022  -0.006  0.020  

 -0.054 ** 0.117 *** 0.042 * 
 0.154 *** -0.122 *** -0.066 *** 
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         In this part, I include social-economic and demographical variables into the confirmatory 

factorial analysis for each latent factor in the confirmatory factorial analysis and present results 

for the full sample in Table 3.  

         Higher education attainment has significantly weakening effect on happiness and such 

effect peaks at college or equivalent education level. Being healthier, living in a larger 

apartment, enjoying higher family income level and social status do improve happiness, which 

implies that quality of material life is highly influential to China urban residents’ happiness. This 

argument is further strengthened by the finding that larger pressure from consuming goods 

significantly lower the happiness. More compliance to law or rule also bring more happiness. 

Age effect and married effect is not significant for happiness.  

         Higher education level and social-economic status enhance urban residents’ self-

association. Using modern media such as Internet and Mobile App to acquire information make 

urbanites happier. The staged “age” effect is especially salient for self-association, as indicated 

by the significantly stronger association in younger groups. A single person will build more 

association with other people or organizations than married people. Notably, migrants suffer 

from significantly lower self-association, which empirically proves the fact that migrants usually 

get isolated from the social network in China’s urban area. Owning a car or house and getting 

covered by medical insurance will motivate people to more actively get involved into social 

network but the housing size does not matter.  

         Middle class urban residents with college degree seem to have the highest individual trust, 

all else equal. Being healthier and having better compliance to law can enhance individual trust. 

But marriage seems to significantly weaken individual trust level.  
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         The effect of education attainment, family income level and social status becomes much 

more significantly for institutional trust. More educated urban residents tend to trust institutions 

less. Surprisingly, having higher income level significantly lower institutional trust. As for both 

individual and institutional trust, middle class urban residents score the highest. Although using 

modern media as main information channel has no effect on individual trust, it significantly 

lowers the institutional trust. Modern media is generally viewed to be less controlled by the state 

propaganda than state media and allows more discretion for people to express their discontents. 

The weakening effect from using modern media as main information channel on institutional 

trust has many policy implications. Larger life pressure from consumption also decrease 

institutional trust while compliance to law or rule increase it.  

         Urban residents with higher education level tend to more actively pursue high-end 

consumption style. The insignificant coefficient of family income level dummies and significant 

sign of social status dummies tell a meaningful story. In China, people having high income will 

not necessarily pursue high-end products or services. However, people recognizing themselves 

will much more willing to pursue such lifestyle. Younger people are more likely to have high-

end consumption orientation and the same is true for single person.  

         People undertaking larger pressure from consumption are exactly people more actively 

pursue high-end consumption styles. Empirical findings from regressing the latent factor 

“Passion for Political Participation” provides the richest policy implications in this part. Urban 

residents with college degree have the strongest passion for participating in political affairs. 

Enjoying higher social status also incentivizes people to play a more significantly role in 
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government policy making by exercising civic rights and higher family income shows much 

weaker effect.  

         To our surprise, passion for political participation does not depend on whether this person 

use the modern media as the main information channel although this variable significantly 

influences institutional trust. Young and single people express stronger interest and confidence in 

getting involved in governmental affairs but the “age” effect is not very consistent. Most 

importantly, the empirical result indicates that more compliance to rule or law unexpectedly lead 

to highly significantly weaker passion for participating in political affairs. China is expected to 

start democratic reform and grant citizens more rights and power in policy decision-making 

under the authoritarian regime. On the other hand, Chinese government implements numerous 

policies to strengthen legal awareness and compliance to rules. If more compliance to law or rule 

brings weaker passion for political participation, the future of China’s democratic reform may be 

less promising.  
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7.5 Structural Equation Modeling  

          

Table 4:    Structural Equation Modeling (Full Sample) 

  
Structural Part:    

Number of Obs: 7215   Log Pseudolikelihood: -

216887.92   
Happiness   

 path coefficient significance 

Self-Association  0.077 *** 

Individual Trust 0.159 *** 

Institutional Trust  0.44 *** 

High-end Consumption Orientation 0.036 * 

Passion for Political Participation  0.205 *** 

   
Measurement Part:    

Latent Factor: Happiness  factor loading significance 

Self-evaluated life happiness  0.441 *** 

Job and Salary satisfaction  0.502 *** 

Assessment of social fairness 0.669 *** 
 

  
Latent Factor: Self-Association  factor loading significance 

Frequency of participating in cultural activities 0.302 *** 

Frequency of gathering with relatives  0.523 *** 

Frequency of gathering with friends  0.845 *** 

Frequency of socializing with other people 0.565 *** 

   
Latent Factor: Individual Trust  factor loading significance 

Trust in relatives (not family member) 0.576 *** 

Trust in friends 0.793 *** 

Trust in colleagues  0.774 *** 

Trust in businessman  0.392 *** 

Trust in classmates  0.578 *** 

   
Latent Factor: Institutional Trust  factor loading significance 

Trust in judicial system  0.785 *** 

Trust in central government  0.612 *** 

Trust in local government  0.785 *** 

Trust in police  0.840 *** 
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Table 4. (cont.) 

 
 

Trust in local media 0.654 *** 

Trust in NGO 0.362 *** 

   
Latent Factor: High-end consumption orientation  factor loading significance 

I should have the same number of  brand products as 

others 
0.578 *** 

I will save money in food for purchasing luxury products 0.505 *** 

Draft consumption is acceptable 0.441 *** 

I will look much better if I wear luxury clothes 0.656 *** 

   
Latent Factors: Passion for Political Participation  factor loading significance 

I am qualified to participating in governmental affairs  0.212 *** 

My opinion and advice will influence policy-making 0.711 *** 

Government cares about my opinion and ideas 0.661 *** 

I am confident enough to discussing public affairs with 

others 
0.298 *** 

 

         Table 4 shows empirical results for structural equation modeling for the full sample. The 

measurement part shows good model fit. All observable variables to measure latent factor show 

over 0.3 factor loading. Based on the statistical rule of measurement model and confirmatory 

factorial analysis, such results justify the factor structure of my model. What we are most 

interested in is the statistical relationship among latent factors. Self-association, individual trust, 

institutional trust and passion for political participation all have highly significantly positive 

effect on happiness. High-end consumption orientation shows marginally positive effect for the 

full sample. Among these five “happiness” determinants, institutional trust has the strongest 

explanation power for happiness, as indicated its path coefficient 0.440, which is the largest in 

path coefficients of other latent factors in magnitude. Institutional trust seems to influence 

formation of happiness more significantly because its path coefficient almost tribes that of 

individual trust. Improving the institutional trust seems to be the most efficient way to improve 

Chinese urban residents’ happiness level. To our surprise, passion for political participation acts 

the second most influential “happiness” determinants. Urban residents more willing and 

confident to participate in public affairs and policy making tend to have considerably higher 
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happiness. High-end consumption orientation shows the weakest effect on happiness among the 

five determinants. China has entered the age of consumerism. With more and more disposable 

income, a growing number of China’s urban residents start to pursue high end lifestyle and 

purchase luxury products. However, according to my empirical results, such high end 

consumerism does not guarantee as much happiness as expected. Additionally, self-association, 

which is viewed as the key component of social capital from theoretical perspective, has the 

second smallest path coefficient. The quality of personal relationship may need to be considered 

to better account for the influence of self-association on happiness.  
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Table 5:    SEM (Urban Natives)  

   
Structural Part:    

Number of Obs: 6168   Log Pseudolikelihood: -

186625.66   
Happiness   

 path 

coefficient 
significance 

Self-Association  0.073 *** 

Individual Trust 0.157 *** 

Institutional Trust  0.455 *** 

High-end Consumption Orientation 0.031 *** 

Passion for Political Participation  0.200 *** 

   
Measurement Part:    

Latent Factor: Happiness  factor loading significance 

Self-evaluated life happiness  0.450 *** 

Job and Salary satisfaction  0.501 *** 

Assessment of social fairness 0.681 *** 
 

  
Latent Factor: Self-Association  factor loading significance 

Frequency of participating in cultural activities 0.304 *** 

Frequency of gathering with relatives  0.535 *** 

Frequency of gathering with friends  0.844 *** 

Frequency of socializing with other people 0.565 *** 

   
Latent Factor: Individual Trust  factor loading significance 

Trust in relatives (not family member) 0.572 *** 

Trust in friends 0.790 *** 

Trust in colleagues  0.777 *** 

Trust in businessman  0.382 *** 

Trust in classmates  0.573 *** 

   
Latent Factor: Institutional Trust  factor loading significance 

Trust in judicial system  0.782 *** 

Trust in central government  0.602 *** 

Trust in local government  0.780 *** 

Trust in police  0.835 *** 

Trust in local media 0.653 *** 
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Table 5. (cont.) 

 
  

Trust in NGO 0.368 *** 

   
 

Latent Factor: High-end consumption orientation  

 

factor loading 

 

significance 

I should have the same number of  brand products as 

others 
0.569 *** 

I will save money in food for purchasing luxury products 0.502 *** 

Draft consumption is acceptable 0.437 *** 

I will look much better if I wear luxury clothes 0.659 *** 

   
Latent Factors: Passion for Political Participation  factor loading significance 

I am qualified to participating in governmental affairs  0.229 *** 

My opinion and advice will influence policy-making 0.699 *** 

Government cares about my opinion and ideas 0.657 *** 

I am confident enough to discussing public affairs with 

others 
0.314 *** 
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Table 6:   SEM (Rural-Urban Migrants)  

 
  

Structural Part:    
Number of Obs: 523  Log Pseudolikelihood: -16553.15   

Happiness   

 path 

coefficient 
significance 

Self-Association  0.268 * 

Individual Trust 0.194 *** 

Institutional Trust  0.128 *** 

High-end Consumption Orientation 0.037  

Passion for Political Participation  0.081 * 

   
Measurement Part:    

Latent Factor: Happiness  factor loading significance 

Self-evaluated life happiness  0.438 *** 

Job and Salary satisfaction  0.610 *** 

Assessment of social fairness 0.528 *** 
 

  
Latent Factor: Self-Association  factor loading significance 

Frequency of participating in cultural activities 0.246 *** 

Frequency of gathering with relatives  0.452 *** 

Frequency of gathering with friends  0.889 *** 

Frequency of socializing with other people 0.554 *** 

   
Latent Factor: Individual Trust  factor loading significance 

Trust in relatives (not family member) 0.618 *** 

Trust in friends 0.802 *** 

Trust in colleagues  0.764 *** 

Trust in businessman  0.546 *** 

Trust in classmates  0.581 *** 

   
Latent Factor: Institutional Trust  factor loading significance 

Trust in judicial system  0.798 *** 

Trust in central government  0.711 *** 

Trust in local government  0.794 *** 

Trust in police  0.834 *** 

   

Trust in local media 0.634 *** 
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Table 6. (cont.) 

 
  

Trust in NGO 0.316 *** 

   
Latent Factor: High-end consumption orientation  factor loading significance 

I should have the same number of  brand products as 

others 
0.688 *** 

I will save money in food for purchasing luxury products 0.491 *** 

Draft consumption is acceptable 0.454 *** 

I will look much better if I wear luxury clothes 0.629 *** 

   
Latent Factors: Passion for Political Participation  factor loading significance 

I am qualified to participating in governmental affairs  0.160 *** 

My opinion and advice will influence policy-making 0.744 *** 

Government cares about my opinion and ideas 0.631 *** 

I am confident enough to discussing public affairs with 

others 
0.367 *** 
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Table 7:    SEM (City-City Migrants) 

   
Structural Part:    

Number of Obs: 470  Log Pseudolikelihood:-12272.633   
Happiness   

 path 

coefficient 
significance 

Self-Association  0.067  

Individual Trust 0.110  

Institutional Trust  0.331 *** 

High-end Consumption Orientation 0.046  

Passion for Political Participation  0.277 ** 

   
Measurement Part:    

Latent Factor: Happiness  factor loading significance 

Self-evaluated life happiness  0.247 *** 

Job and Salary satisfaction  0.437 *** 

Assessment of social fairness 0.679 *** 
 

  
Latent Factor: Self-Association  factor loading significance 

Frequency of participating in cultural activities 0.297 *** 

Frequency of gathering with relatives  0.448 *** 

Frequency of gathering with friends  0.814 *** 

Frequency of socializing with other people 0.556 *** 

   
Latent Factor: Individual Trust  factor loading significance 

Trust in relatives (not family member) 0.579 *** 

Trust in friends 0.824 *** 

Trust in colleagues  0.766 *** 

Trust in businessman  0.341 *** 

Trust in classmates  0.668 *** 

   
Latent Factor: Institutional Trust  factor loading significance 

Trust in judicial system  0.805 *** 

Trust in central government  0.597 *** 

Trust in local government  0.838 *** 

Trust in police  0.888 *** 

Trust in local media 0.667 *** 

Trust in NGO 0.343 *** 
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Table 7. (cont.)  

   
Latent Factor: High-end consumption orientation  factor loading significance 

I should have the same number of  brand products as 

others 
0.542 *** 

I will save money in food for purchasing luxury products 0.584 *** 

Draft consumption is acceptable 0.473 *** 

I will look much better if I wear luxury clothes 0.641 *** 

   
Latent Factors: Passion for Political Participation  factor loading significance 

I am qualified to participating in governmental affairs  0.003 *** 

My opinion and advice will influence policy-making 0.645 *** 

Government cares about my opinion and ideas 0.952 *** 

I am confident enough to discussing public affairs with 

others 
-0.010  

   

          Then I run the SEM separately for three social identities: urban natives, rural-urban 

migrants and urban-urban migrants (in Table 5, 6, 7 respectively). For urban natives, all 

observable variables have high factor loading. In the structural model part, influence of all latent 

factors is similar as that given by full sample model in either magnitude or structure. Stronger 

Institutional trust and passion for political participation will bring considerably higher happiness 

while high-end consumption orientation and self-association exhibit weaker effect. Empirical 

results in structural model part show significant variation in rural-urban migrant and urban-urban 

migrant sample. Institutional trust plays a much smaller role in rural migrants’ happiness (0.128) 

although it is still significant. Instead, individual trust turns to be more influential than 

institutional trust (0.194 > 0.128).  

         But for urban-urban migrants, institutional trust is still the most important determinant of 

happiness (0.331). But the path coefficient of individual trust is no longer significant. I will 

propose some theoretical explanations for such difference between these two migrant groups and 
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these results also provide rich policy implications. The effect of high-end consumption 

orientation is further weakened for in “migrants” sample. Its path coefficient is insignificant in 

both sub-samples. Notably, self-association shows trivial effect on urban-urban migrants’ 

happiness. Urban-urban migrants still put much more emphasis on passion for political 

participation in formation of happiness than rural-urban migrants (path coefficient 0.277 vs -

0.081). However, compared to that of urban natives, the significance level of passion for political 

participation declines from 99% to 90%. In other words, stronger passion for political 

participation will improve urban natives’ happiness significantly but not so much for migrants.  

7.6 Ordered Logit Model and OLS Model  

         In this part, I perform the Ordered Logit (Table 9) and OLS model (Table 10) as a 

robustness check for empirical findings given by Structural Equation Modeling. These models 

also allows me to easily include all control variables into the statistical model to more effectively 

explore influence of all attitudinal or social-economic determinants of “Happiness”. I make four 

specifications: Model 1 for the full sample, Model 2 for urban natives, Model 3 for rural-urban 

migrants, Model 4 for urban-urban migrants.  

         For the Ordered Logit model, the dependent variable is one measure of “Happiness” in the 

structural equation modeling: self-evaluated life happiness. I generate the mean (egen rmean in 

stata) of all measures for latent factors including self-association, individual trust, institutional 

trust, high-end consumption orientation and passion for political participation and include these 

newly generated variables as main independent variables in the model. Respondents’ educational 

attainment, social status, family income level, age, marital status, house ownership, car 
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ownership, consumption pressure and compliance to law or rule are introduced into the model as 

control variables.  

         For the OLS model, the dependent variable is the average of three measures of “Happiness” 

in the Structural Equation Modeling: self-evaluated life happiness, satisfaction about payment 

and welfare of current job and assessment of social fairness. These three variables are quantified 

based on a Likert Scale but the average of them is not integer in most cases. As a result, I cannot 

perform ordered logit model if I want to set a comprehensive indicator of happiness as the 

dependent variable. OLS model can deal with this case.  

         I present empirical findings of Ordered Logit model and OLS model in a comparative 

manner. Notably, self-association, individual trust and institutional trust consistently show 

significantly positive effect on happiness in both models. However, only after I account 

satisfaction of payment and benefits of current job and assessment of social fairness into 

measurement of happiness, the highly significantly positive effect of passion for political 

participation emerges. Such variation is reasonable because political participation is more related 

to these other two measures of happiness. In contrast, effect of high-end consumption orientation 

turns to insignificant in OLS model for full sample and urban natives, which may be explained 

by the fact that consumption is more connected with life happiness. Being a China Communist 

Party member does not bring “extra” happiness for both urban natives and migrants. Similarly, 

using modern media such as internet or mobile app to acquire information almost has no 

influence on happiness level. 

         For urban natives, higher social status brings higher life happiness and overall happiness. 

Stronger consumption pressure downgrade the happiness level but better compliance to rule or 
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law improves the happiness level. It is worth noticing that the effect of educational attainment 

becomes much more significant after job satisfaction and assessment of social fairness is 

included in the “Happiness” measure. Negative signs of “education” dummies indicate that more 

educated people tend to have lower life happiness and overall happiness, holding other factors 

constant. An interesting finding is that being married really improves happiness level, no matter 

for urban natives or migrants. As expected, higher family income level and higher social status 

improve urban natives’ life happiness and overall happiness significantly.  

         Self-association and individual trust exhibit insignificant effect on both rural-urban and 

urban-urban migrants’ happiness. Higher institutional trust do increase rural-urban migrants’ life 

happiness while its effect is trivial for urban-urban migrants. Surprisingly, stronger high-end 

consumption orientation significantly weaken urban-urban migrants’ life happiness. The positive 

effect of attitudinal variables: individual trust, institutional trust and passion for political 

participation becomes much more salient for overall happiness which takes job satisfaction and 

assessment of social fairness into consideration. Migrants who have higher trust in other people 

or institutions and are more willing to participate in public affairs tend to have higher overall 

happiness level.  

         For rural-urban and urban-urban migrants, higher consumption pressure implies lower 

happiness but compliance to rule or law shows no effect on their both life happiness and overall 

happiness. Education attainment seems to matter for urban-urban migrants’ happiness level and 

rural-urban migrants put more emphasis on self-evaluated social status. Achieving higher social 

status gives a boom to rural-urban migrants’ life happiness and overall happiness. Younger 

urban-urban migrants report a significantly higher happiness than the older generation. Owning a 
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larger apartment brings more happiness for urban natives while such effect is negligible for 

migrants. Moreover, getting covered by medical insurance shows almost no effect on China 

urban residents’ happiness level.  
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Table 8:   Ordered Logit Model  

Dependent Variable: Self-Evaluated Life Happiness (1-4) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

VARIABLES Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

     

Self-association 0.184*** 0.170*** 0.329 0.364 

 (0.0557) (0.0592) (0.223) (0.279) 

Individual Trust 0.266*** 0.297*** 0.0384 0.0564 

 (0.0598) (0.0646) (0.225) (0.265) 

Institutional Trust 0.393*** 0.392*** 0.457** 0.292 

 (0.0453) (0.0485) (0.179) (0.224) 

High end consumption 

orientation  

-0.123*** -0.0918** -0.231 -0.606*** 

 (0.0426) (0.0458) (0.169) (0.182) 

Passion for political 

participation 

0.0300 0.0115 0.333** -0.153 

 (0.0452) (0.0487) (0.163) (0.206) 

Car ownership 0.180** 0.178* 0.506 0.00530 

 (0.0859) (0.0933) (0.333) (0.362) 

High school -0.114* -0.0885 -0.0258 -0.748** 

 (0.0677) (0.0719) (0.305) (0.350) 

College  -0.0325 0.0433 -0.642* -0.839** 

 (0.0809) (0.0861) (0.377) (0.404) 

Master or higher  -0.423* -0.494** -1.457** -0.294 

 (0.217) (0.240) (0.575) (0.780) 

CCP member  0.117 0.120 -0.194 0.0826 

 (0.0754) (0.0797) (0.454) (0.326) 

House ownership 0.0796 0.0417 0.197 0.604** 

 (0.0608) (0.0650) (0.295) (0.308) 

2.Health level 0.351*** 0.330*** 0.748 0.373 

 (0.102) (0.107) (0.492) (0.548) 

3.Health level 0.739*** 0.749*** 1.038*** 0.488 

 (0.0971) (0.103) (0.395) (0.542) 

Main information channel: 

modern media 

0.00551 0.0233 -0.0412 -0.190 

 (0.0817) (0.0883) (0.292) (0.297) 

Middle income level 0.320*** 0.291*** 0.123 0.919** 

 (0.0731) (0.0775) (0.287) (0.456) 

High income level  0.451*** 0.431*** 0.409 1.084* 

 (0.112) (0.121) (0.404) (0.576) 

High social status  0.919*** 0.958*** 1.198*** 0.167 
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Table 8. (cont.) 

 

 (0.108) (0.114) (0.459) (0.562) 

Age:18-30 years old 0.231** 0.162 0.439 1.361*** 

 (0.113) (0.127) (0.373) (0.458) 

Age:30-40 years old -0.0783 -0.0800 0.0263 -0.0604 

 (0.0784) (0.0835) (0.330) (0.409) 

Married  0.433*** 0.362*** 0.837** 1.193*** 

 (0.126) (0.140) (0.405) (0.434) 

Divorced or widowed 0.0460 0.0251 -0.380 0.236 

 (0.171) (0.185) (0.657) (0.700) 

Age:40-60 years old  -0.137* -0.149* 0.0403 -0.0266 

 (0.0732) (0.0775) (0.333) (0.419) 

Middle social status 0.656*** 0.703*** 0.384 0.314 

 (0.0698) (0.0749) (0.261) (0.373) 

Apartment size 70-100 0.110 0.0865 0.505* 0.187 

 (0.0698) (0.0755) (0.277) (0.315) 

Apartment size over 100 0.214*** 0.214*** 0.000708 0.483 

 (0.0721) (0.0768) (0.306) (0.362) 

Covered by medical 

insurance 

0.150* 0.133 0.186 0.448 

 (0.0836) (0.0945) (0.246) (0.361) 

Average consumption 

pressure 

-0.389*** -0.399*** -0.302** -0.556*** 

 (0.0407) (0.0440) (0.152) (0.181) 

Compliance to rules or law 0.451*** 0.493*** -0.0708 0.213 

 (0.0769) (0.0816) (0.322) (0.359) 

/cut1 2.552*** 2.699*** 1.579 -0.393 

 (0.421) (0.449) (1.645) (2.143) 

/cut2 4.094*** 4.253*** 3.092* 1.161 

 (0.422) (0.451) (1.641) (2.131) 

/cut3 7.243*** 7.399*** 6.439*** 4.732** 

 (0.432) (0.461) (1.670) (2.142) 

     

Observations 5,875 5,133 398 344 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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  Table 9:     OLS Model 

 

Dependent Variable: Average of values of three variables: job satisfaction, self-evaluated 

life happiness, assessment of social fairness) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

VARIABLES Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

     

Self-association 0.0430** 0.0368* 0.103 0.0757 

 (0.0183) (0.0197) (0.0697) (0.0675) 

Individual Trust 0.125*** 0.124*** 0.125* 0.158** 

 (0.0201) (0.0218) (0.0732) (0.0773) 

Institutional Trust 0.282*** 0.293*** 0.210*** 0.158*** 

 (0.0150) (0.0163) (0.0546) (0.0525) 

High-end consumption 

orientation 

0.0141 0.0152 -0.0192 0.00687 

 (0.0142) (0.0150) (0.0620) (0.0536) 

Passion for political 

participation 

0.0897*** 0.0883*** 0.197*** 0.00418 

 (0.0152) (0.0162) (0.0583) (0.0592) 

Car ownership -0.0137 0.00500 -0.000983 -0.118 

 (0.0291) (0.0320) (0.102) (0.0921) 

High school -0.123*** -0.116*** -0.153 -0.179* 

 (0.0234) (0.0249) (0.105) (0.0962) 

College  -0.122*** -0.116*** -0.276** -0.177* 

 (0.0278) (0.0296) (0.133) (0.0986) 

Mater or higher -0.269*** -0.303*** -0.321* -0.139 

 (0.0625) (0.0674) (0.182) (0.188) 

CCP member  0.0105 0.0170 -0.258* 0.124 

 (0.0264) (0.0278) (0.141) (0.0920) 

House ownership -0.00374 0.000562 0.0174 -0.0363 

 (0.0205) (0.0219) (0.0932) (0.0817) 

2.Health level  0.00527 0.00219 -0.00789 0.0483 

 (0.0363) (0.0384) (0.162) (0.121) 

3.Health level  0.109*** 0.115*** 0.0572 0.0550 

 (0.0345) (0.0367) (0.142) (0.116) 

Main information channel: 

modern media 

0.0325 0.0385 0.125 -0.169* 

 (0.0280) (0.0304) (0.0971) (0.0864) 

Middle income level  0.0778*** 0.0640** 0.110 0.268** 

 (0.0245) (0.0262) (0.0953) (0.120) 

 (0.0395) (0.0438) (0.139) (0.141) 
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Table 9. (cont.) 

 

  

High social status  0.451*** 0.469*** 0.304** 0.380*** 

 (0.0366) (0.0391) (0.148) (0.133) 

Age: 18-30 years old 0.0220 -0.00100 -0.0779 0.409*** 

 (0.0380) (0.0427) (0.124) (0.120) 

Age: 30-40 years old  -0.00350 -0.00615 -0.171 0.204* 

 (0.0259) (0.0274) (0.106) (0.110) 

Married  0.0517 0.0336 0.261** 0.115 

 (0.0409) (0.0461) (0.125) (0.106) 

Divorced or widowed  0.101* 0.0806 0.130 0.308 

 (0.0556) (0.0599) (0.266) (0.229) 

Age: 40-60 years old -0.0232 -0.0268 0.00782 -0.118 

 (0.0244) (0.0258) (0.108) (0.119) 

Middle social status  0.296*** 0.296*** 0.262*** 0.330*** 

 (0.0231) (0.0250) (0.0882) (0.0879) 

Apartment size 70-100 0.0538** 0.0381 0.336*** -0.0821 

 (0.0238) (0.0256) (0.0929) (0.0855) 

Apartment size over 100 0.0803*** 0.0742*** 0.0717 0.0694 

 (0.0243) (0.0260) (0.105) (0.0849) 

Covered by medical 

insurance 

0.0214 0.0151 0.0779 0.0228 

 (0.0276) (0.0310) (0.0798) (0.1000) 

Average consumption 

pressure  

-0.159*** -0.153*** -0.150*** -0.253*** 

 (0.0136) (0.0147) (0.0513) (0.0499) 

Compliance to rules or law 0.0730*** 0.0814*** -0.0203 0.100 

 (0.0262) (0.0281) (0.0972) (0.104) 

Constant 1.006*** 0.957*** 1.176** 1.437** 

 (0.145) (0.157) (0.542) (0.580) 

     

Observations 5,876 5,134 398 344 

R-squared 0.265 0.269 0.296 0.338 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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8. Policy Implication 

 

8.1 Confirmatory Factorial Analysis 

         Confirmatory factorial analysis gives us correlations between happiness and other five 

latent factors provide rich policy implications. Both individual trust and institutional trust are 

highly significantly correlated with happiness level. Urban residents trusting people and 

institutions more tend to be happier. Notably, institutional trust shows much stronger correlation 

with happiness than individual trust, which means that China urban residents value trust in 

governments, judicial system and state media more than trust in friends, classmates, colleagues 

and relatives in the formation of happiness. Institutional trust acts as a better proxy of happiness 

level than individual trust in Chinese cities. The state and local governments have been 

launching many social campaigns and promoting moral education at institutional, community 

and school level to create a culture of integrity.  

         To successfully build a harmonious society, governments enhances the law enforcement 

and regulations on market fraud and other cheating behaviors. At the same time, the central 

government pushes forward the “Transparency Governance Initiative” and city governments are 

required to disclose more information about budget, pollution management and policy-making 

process etc. to the public. Such initiative integrates top-down command control approach with 

bottom-up public pressure to improve the accountability of local governments and help eliminate 

distortions in the implementation of central government policy at local level, thus reducing the 

information asymmetry between governments and citizens and improving institutional trust.  
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         However, progress of transparency governance has unfortunately slowed down during 

recent years and many governmental agencies stopped disclosing data and reports about their 

performance, policy-making process and policy impacts. Worse than, under the authoritarian 

regime, the state propaganda department keep imposing tight control on both traditional and 

online media and sometimes force the press to manipulate the truth of social concerns. Moreover, 

governments are making more interventions in judicial system, which may pervert the course of 

justice. Under such circumstance, Chinese society faces a decline of institutional trust. Since my 

empirical findings suggest that institutional trust is a more effective tool to enhance happiness 

and a growing number citizens cannot be satisfied with inert-personal integrity, Chinese 

governments do need to resume improving “transparency governance initiative”, sustain the 

information disclosure mechanism and really involve the public in policy-making process. 

Additionally, the state should loosen control on media and open up more freedom for criticism 

and advice. Interventions in judicial system should be gradually reduced and a more independent 

judicial system needs to be established.  

         Another unexpected and important finding is that passion for political participation has the 

third largest correlation at 99% significance level with happiness for urban residents when 

including covariates in the model and the second largest without covariates. People more willing 

and confident to participate in public affairs and express own opinions in policy-making process 

are people enjoying higher happiness. It is generally believed that people unhappy about current 

living situations tend to have strongest tendency to have a voice in government affairs to express 

their discontents. However, the significantly positive correlation between happiness and passion 

for political participation tells a different story. Chinese governments do need to provide urban 
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residents with better platform to play a role in political affairs. They should make institutional 

reforms to enable people to exercise civic rights and efficiently influence policy-making in order 

to make “urban China” happier.  

         The strong correlation between happiness and two democracy-related latent factors: 

institutional trust and passion for political participation implies that China need more 

comprehensive institutional reforms to increase government transparency and encourage and 

provide easy access for citizens to participate in policy-making. People now relate the quality of 

spiritual life more closely to happiness than that of material life.  

         However, high-end consumption orientation seems to be weakly correlated with happiness. 

Spending money will not necessarily make people happier. Higher income and more diversified 

markets motivate China urban residents to pursue a high-end consumption style. But empirical 

finding suggests that this trend has limited effect om happiness. Numerous Chinese city 

governments are cooperating with real estate developers to build large commercial plazas to 

bring urban residents pleasing places to buy luxury products and enjoy delicious food, thus 

getting life quality improved. But investment in this area generate a much lower “happiness” 

return than investment in improving institutional trust and engaging the public in governmental 

affairs. City governments may need to make structural change in government expenditures by 

increasing the weight of spending on promoting the democratic reform.   

         Regressing each latent factor on social-demographical variables also give us many policy 

implications. Higher social status will improve happiness more significantly than higher income. 

Urban China has witnessed a significant increase in residents’ disposable income and social 

inequality also enlarges. Helping low-class people get more respect and recognition is an 
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effective for local governments to improve average happiness level. Living in a bigger apartment 

also significantly improve happiness, which may be the common sense. But in urban China, 

soaring housing price make most people suffer from great life pressure and it gets increasingly 

difficult for them to buy a large department in urban area. Local governments should make the 

overheated real estate market more inclusive by building more affordable housing and reduce the 

regional variation of quality of public services.  

         Better compliance on law and rules can improve happiness, individual trust and 

institutional trust significantly. This finding suggests that governments should strengthen legal 

education and incentivize people to obey the law. But we also find the significant undermining 

effect of compliance on passion for political participation. Urban residents more complied to 

laws are less willing and confident to make contributions to public affairs. This phenomenon 

merits attention from both policy makers and academic researchers. Governments must 

encourage the development of NGO and other grassroots organizations and raise awareness of 

exercising civic rights. In contrast, higher life pressure from consumption will significant lower 

the three latent factors mentioned above, which implies that governments have to implement 

more powerful economic policies to fight against inflation since higher consumption 

consumption is translated into lower happiness and institutional trust in urban residents’ mind. 

More frequent use of modern media such as Internet and Mobile Apps have trivial effect on 

happiness but will largely reduce institutional trust. This result indicates that governments may 

have to tighten control on Internet for higher institutional trust in the short run. On the other 

hand, governments must explore sustainable channels for the public to criticize policies and 

enhance governance transparency if they want to maintain high institutional trust in the long run. 
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8.2 Structural Equation Modeling 

         Then I perform the Structural Equation Modeling (without social-demographical variables) 

to examine the casual relationship between happiness and other five latent factors. Moreover, the 

same analysis is made separately for urban natives, rural-urban migrants and city-city migrants to 

capture the structural variation of influence of “happiness” determinants across these three social 

identities.  

         Instead of calculating the correlation between happiness and each “determinant”, I test how 

five latent factors: self-association, individual trust, institutional trust, high-end consumption 

orientation and passion for political participation influence the core factor “happiness” 

simultaneously. As shown by empirical results, the size of effect from each latent factor follows 

the same order as that given by pairwise correlation analysis. Two democracy-related latent 

factors: institutional trust and passion for political participation are two most influential 

determinants even with the presence of some life-quality factors such as self-association and 

high-end consumption orientation, both of which exhibit highly significantly positive effect on 

happiness. The policy implication here is that Chinese governments should provide more 

platforms and accesses for urban residents to play a more active role to monitor local 

governments and express their opinions in policy-making process. Then their institutional trust 

will also get improved. At the same time, all government agencies should make more 

institutional reforms to enhance the accountability to the public and disclose government 

information on a regular basis. Since confidence in making contributions to public affairs and 

policy-making is efficiently explained by passion for political participation, public and private 

sectors should hold more education activities to improve urban residents’ capabilities and 
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confidence in exercising civic rights. Since 2007, the China state government has been 

promoting the “transparency governance” initiative to enhance the accountability of local 

governments by integrating up-down command control approach with bottom-up public 

pressure. The significant positive effect of institutional trust and passion for political 

participation indicate that such initiative should effective and the state should push forward it 

more heavily since urban residents have already granted these two factors a large weight during 

their happiness formation.  

         Self-association and high-end consumption orientation, two latent factors most related to 

life quality, also significantly increase happiness, but much smaller in magnitude compared to 

democracy-related factors. During the last two decades, Chinese local governments have been 

investing in infrastructure construction and building numerous commercial plazas to keep pace 

with rapid urbanization and motorization and to better satisfy urban residents’ consumption 

needs. Undoubtedly, these investments lead to great improvement in life quality and economic 

prosperity. Urban residents have easy access to many shopping malls and theatres and restaurants 

for social gathering. A growing number of entertainment facilities are built and more and more 

recreational or cultural activities are held for urban residents to expand their social networks and 

strengthen personal relationships. We should admit the fact that evolution in self-association and 

high-end consumption orientation once acted a driving force for improvement of urban residents’ 

happiness. However, they unavoidably show diminishing return since urban residents now put 

more emphasis on quality of spiritual life and their role in political affairs. To further improve 

urban residents’ happiness, city government should transfer more budget resources to democracy 

reforms, engage the public into community-level policy making and organize more workshops to 
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make urban residents more capable to play a positive and rational role in policy-making and 

implementation for better policy outcomes and higher happiness in urban area.  

         The multi-group Structural Equation Modeling find out significant structural difference in 

effects of “happiness” determinants across three social identities in Chinese cities. Since urban 

natives take a large share of our total sample (80%), the statistical relationship between 

happiness and other five latent factors show similar pattern on both magnitude and structure in 

urban-natives sub-sample as the full sample. Urban natives are the majority in many Chinese 

cities and they usually have higher income, social status and education attainment than migrants. 

They are also the social group assigning a largest weight on institutional trust and passion for 

political participation when evaluating happiness. Under such circumstance, city governments 

should at least open more channels for political participation for well-educated and wealthy 

urban natives first and then expand the civic society gradually.  

         Rural-urban migrants, the most isolated social group in China’s urban area, treat indicators 

of personal relationship: self-association and individual trust as most important determinants of 

happiness among five latent factors. Rural-urban migrants suffer most from discrimination and 

are most vulnerable to market fraud in urban area, which making them persistently in 

marginalized social positions. Also, they are discouraged to socialize with other people and trust 

individuals more in workplace or home. They tend to limit themselves to the social network 

comprised by people from same rural villages. Institutional trust has significantly weaker effect 

on their happiness compared to individual trust. High-end consumption effect and passion for 

political participation have negligible effect. These meaningful findings remind us how essential 

to make diversified urban policies targeted at each social identities. Governments and NGOs 
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should make more commitments to help rural-urban migrants better integrated into the city and 

their great contributions to urban development needs to be recognized. Grassroots organizations 

and community-level official agencies should work together to invite more rural-urban migrants 

join in entertainment activities to create a better neighborhood where rural-urban migrants gain 

more respect and self-association.  

         City-city migrants, generally more educated and have higher career prospect than urban 

natives and rural-urban migrants, only value two democracy-related latent factors: institutional 

trust and passion for political participation most among the five. This result is interesting and 

meaningful. City-city migration gradually replaces rural-urban migration and become the major 

migration pattern in China. Previously, city-city migrants are viewed as the social group bearing 

the largest life pressure because they have strong desire to become permanent residents in cities 

and achieve great success in career development. Meanwhile, they are eager to get integrated 

into local social network and more willing to make contributions to local communities. But little 

research has addressed how these ambitious city-city migrants define their role in urban politics 

and public affairs. My results prove that city-city migrants do want to participate in local policy-

making and cherish high trust in institutions such as governments, judicial system and state 

media. More political participation and higher institutional trust will improve their happiness 

significantly. Especially when rural-urban migration fades out and city-city migration emerges, 

this social group will take a increasing share of urban population in most Chinese cities in the 

future. Chinese city governments need to upgrade current hukou registration system to reduce 

institutional barriers for city-city migrants to get engaged in all dimensions of urban life. 

Additionally, they need to speed up political reforms to open up more channels for political 
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participation and make the policy-making and implementation process more accountable and 

transparent.  

8.3 Robustness Check (OLS and Ordered Logit Model) 

         Finally, I performed multi-group OLS and Ordered logit model as robustness check to 

incorporate effects of all social-demographical variables at happiness with controlling the 

influence from five latent “happiness” determinants. I also run the models respectively for three 

different social groups: urban natives, rural-urban migrants and city-city migrants. Empirical 

results suggest that influence from social-demographical variables exhibit significant variation in 

both structure and magnitude for these three different groups. We can infer that Chinese city 

governments need to diversify current policy portfolios and develop more target policies to urban 

migrants.   

         I set one measurement of “Happiness” in Structural Equation modeling: self-evaluated life 

happiness as the dependent variable in OLS model. Then I take average of all measurements for 

each latent factor to generate a proxy of this factor because I have to make these latent factors 

observable in OLS regressions. If not considering the role of job satisfaction and assessment of 

social fairness in overall happiness and only focusing in life happiness, high-end consumption 

orientation will significantly undermine life happiness while self-association, individual trust and 

institutional trust continue to make significantly positive contributions. Political participation has 

insignificant effect on life happiness. The opposite is true if we include job satisfaction and 

assessment of social inequality as measurements of happiness.  

         Comparison of empirical findings given by these two model specification provide many 

implications. We differentiate life happiness with overall happiness, the later incorporating two 
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social inequality related variables: self-assesses social fairness and satisfaction of wage, working 

environment and career prospect. Socializing with other people and pursuing a high-end 

consumption orientation will improve urban residents’ life happiness significantly. However, their 

effects get undermined considerably when turning to overall happiness. Based on China General 

Social Survey data, China urban residents, no matter natives or migrants, start to integrate feeling 

about social inequality into evaluation of happiness instead of simply treating it as an exogenous 

factor. Perception of social fairness is gradually becoming a key component of happiness. At the 

same time, influence from those “happiness” determinants is also experiencing a structural change. 

Effects from institutional trust and passion for political participation become highly significant, 

which means that urban residents trust institutions more and have stronger passion for participating 

in public affairs will enjoy higher overall happiness. Since income inequality and social 

gentrification are top concerns in current Chinese society, city governments need to make 

institutional reforms on social welfare and income redistribution policy to reduce the income gap 

and reduce the stratification of social status.  
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9. Conclusion 
       

         My thesis decomposes determinants of “happiness” of Chinese urban residents by 

examining how five attitudinal latent factors: self-association, individual trust, institutional trust,  

high-end consumption orientation and passion for political participation and other  

observable social-demographical variables contribute to happiness during great urbanization 

in China. I then make multi-group analysis to reveal how influence of these latent factors and  

social-demographical variables on happiness vary across three migration identities: urban  

natives, rural-urban migrants and city-city migrants. This thesis empirically demonstrates that 

quality of spiritual life now matters more than quality of material life in China urban residents’ 

happiness. Higher institutional trust and more active political participation will significantly 

improve happiness. Urban resident with different social status or in different birth cohort reports 

show significantly different level in happiness, individual trust, institutional trust and passion for 

political participation. The structure and magnitude of influence from either attitudinal or social-

demographical determinants exhibit significant variation across three migration identities: urban 

natives, rural-urban migration and city-city migration. Moreover, my empirical results indicate 

that assessment of social fairness influences happiness significantly across all migration 

identities. More importantly, urban residents tend to put more weight on social inequality when 

evaluating happiness. Chinese governments need to make diversified urban and social policies 

targeted at each migration identity to make cities more inclusive and improve urban residents’ 

happiness.  
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10. Technical Appendix 
 

I explain technical details about my Exploratory Factorial Analysis, Confirmatory Factorial 

Analysis and Structural Equation Modeling of empirical strategy in this appendix. This 

appendix is organized into two sub-parts: descriptions of all statistical methods employed in 

empirical analysis, and connections between them how these methods jointly contribute to 

solving the research question. Raw output tables for each step are also listed. In the second part, 

I present all codes in two statistical software (Mplus and Stata) used to generate my empirical 

results and narratives for corresponding code.  

10.1. Explanation of All Empirical Methods Employed  

         I perform five empirical methods in this thesis: explanatory factorial analysis, 

confirmatory factorial analysis (CFA), Structural Equation Modeling (SEM), OLS model and 

ordered logit model. Explanatory and confirmatory factorial analysis are first two steps in 

making model specifications for Structural Equation Modeling. I also introduce social-

demographical variables into CFA as covariates to examine how these social-demographical 

variables influence latent factors. After building the conceptual framework, I need to decide 

include which latent factors and include which measurements (observable variables) for each 

latent factor in the statistical model. Since conceptual framework is established purely based on 

theory, I have to take suggestions given by data analysis into consideration to confirm the 

optimal factor structure.  

         I first select all measurements of all latent factors from the theoretical perspective and 

pool them together. I did not include indicators of my core factor “happiness” into this variable 

set because happiness must be a latent factor in my model. So including measurements of 
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happiness into model will cause some unnecessary noise. Then I prescribe the number of latent 

factors to be derived from these measurements and try different numbers such as 4, 5, and 6. 

Then exploratory analysis is operated to match latent factors with observable indicators which 

are best explained by this latent factor and confirm the optimal number of latent factors given 

by the model. The idea behind factorial analysis is that the explicit answer given by respondent 

in an attitudinal survey question is determined by certain underlying factor in their mind and 

some questions may share the same underlying factor. Eigenvalue in EFA output can tell us 

including how many latent factors into model is reasonable based on current sample. Generally, 

eigenvalue declines as the number of latent factors increase and the threshold is 1. For example, 

in my case, the eigenvalue goes below 1 in 6th factor, the optimal number of latent factors 

included in the model should be at most 5. Because I include five latent factors in the 

conceptual model, I choose 5 as the number of latent factors to be extracted from these 

measurements and then run EFA again. EFA output table presents factor loadings of each 

measurement under each latent factor.  

         We can see measurements have very high factor loading under certain factor but show 

small factor loading in others, which means respondents’ answers given in this variable is 

driven by this latent factor. The threshold value of factor loading is 0.3 but we generally assign 

the observable variable to the latent factor which it has the highest and above 0.3 factor loading 

on among the five factors. Some variables shows below 0.3 factor loading on every latent 

factor. I drop such variables in the model since they cannot be matched with any factors in my 

model. In some special case, I retain some variables with factor loading slightly below 0.3 but 
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are theoretically meaningful. Then I make multi-group EFA for urban natives, rural-urban 

migrants and city-city migrants respectively.  

         After figuring out preliminary factor structure through EFA, I perform confirmatory 

factorial analysis for double check since some variables may no longer show high factor 

loading in the latent factor it has the highest loading in EFA part. For my model, all indicators 

having high loading on certain latent factor are consistently well explained by that factor in 

CFA. So I confirm my factor structure. Notably, CFA analysis also acts measurement part of 

Structural Equation Modeling.  

         CFA only generates latent factor based on observable measurements. Structural Equation 

Modeling further constructs and calculates the statistical relationship among latent factors. 

Since I try to account for determinants of happiness, I treat self-association, individual trust, 

institutional trust, high-end consumption orientation and passion for political participation as 

causally influencing happiness in model specification.  

         I also attach definitions of EFA, CFA and Structural Equation Modeling from Wiki below 

for reference:  

         Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) is a statistical method used to uncover the underlying 

structure of a relatively large set of variables. EFA is a technique within factor analysis whose 

overarching goal is to identify the underlying relationships between measured variables. 

         Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is a special form of factor analysis, most commonly 

used in social research. It is used to test whether measures of a construct are consistent with a 

researcher's understanding of the nature of that construct (or factor). As such, the objective of 
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confirmatory factor analysis is to test whether the data fit a hypothesized measurement model. 

This hypothesized model is based on theory and/or previous analytic research 

         Structural equation modeling (SEM) includes a diverse set of mathematical models, 

computer algorithms, and statistical methods that fit networks of constructs to data. SEM 

includes confirmatory factor analysis, path analysis, partial least squares path modeling, 

and latent growth modeling.[2] The concept should not be confused with the related concept 

of structural models in econometrics, nor with structural models in economics. Structural 

equation models are often used to assess unobservable 'latent' constructs. They often invoke a 

measurement model that defines latent variables using one or more observed variables, and a 

structural model that imputes relationships between latent variables. The links between 

constructs of a structural equation model may be estimated with independent regression 

equations or through more involved approaches such as those employed in LISREL. 

         Based on the statistical rules of exploratory factorial analysis, the number of latent factor 

included in the structural equation modeling is determined by the eigenvalue of this latent factor 

is greater than 1. As a result, the optimal number of latent factors is 4 or 5. In the following 

exploratory factorial analysis, I extracted five latent factors based on the magnitude of factor 

loadings. If several variables commonly have high factor loadings in one latent factor (ie. cluster 

effect on a factor), this latent factor may be measured by these variables. However, such method 

is constructed purely on statistical inference. I also need to assign observed attitudinal variables 

to underlying latent factors from a theoretical perspective.  

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confirmatory_factor_analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Path_analysis_(statistics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partial_least_squares_path_modeling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latent_growth_modeling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structural_equation_modeling#cite_note-FOOTNOTEKline2011-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structural_model_(econometrics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economic_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latent_variables
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Observable_variable
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regression_analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regression_analysis
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10.2. Code from Mplus and Stata 

EFA code (try different number of latent factors included in the model): 

 

factor npusage mgusage tvusage rdusage intusage mbusage outhomenght fmfreq cultfreq gtfreq 

fdfreq socfreq moptrs trsfam trsrela trsfrid trscol trsbusma trsclamt trsjudi trscengo trslocgo 

trspol trscemed trsmedia trsngo porbyothers conspfirst d1c d1d d1e d1f socfar d601adj d604adj 

d607adj d1004adj d1005adj d1009adj d95adj d96 d1002 lifehapp jobhappy [aweight = 

WEIGHT], ml factors(7) mineigen(0.3) 

 

factor outhomenght fmfreq cultfreq gtfreq fdfreq socfreq moptrs trsfam trsrela trsfrid trscol 

trsbusma trsclamt trsjudi trscengo trslocgo trspol trscemed trsmedia trsngo porbyothers 

conspfirst d1c d1d d1e d1f socfar d601adj d604adj d607adj d1004adj d1005adj d1009adj d95adj 

d96 d1002 [aweight = WEIGHT], ml factors(6) mineigen(0.3) 

 

factor outhomenght fmfreq cultfreq gtfreq fdfreq socfreq moptrs trsfam trsrela trsfrid trscol 

trsbusma trsclamt trsjudi trscengo trslocgo trspol trscemed trsmedia trsngo porbyothers 

conspfirst d1c d1d d1e d1f d1004adj d1005adj d1009adj d95adj d96 d1002 [aweight = 

WEIGHT], ml factors(5) mineigen(0.3) 

 

Multi-group EFA code: 

 

by migrant, sort: factor outhomenght fmfreq cultfreq gtfreq fdfreq socfreq moptrs trsfam trsrela 

trsfrid trscol trsbusma trsclamt trsjudi trscengo trslocgo trspol trscemed trsmedia trsngo 

porbyothers conspfirst d1c d1d d1e d1f d1004adj d1005adj d1009adj d95adj d96 d1002 [aweight 

= WEIGHT], ml factors(5) mineigen(0.3) 

 

CFA code: 

 

sem   (ASSOC -> cultfreq, ) (ASSOC -> gtfreq, ) (ASSOC -> fdfreq, ) (ASSOC ->socfreq, 

)(INDTRUST -> trsrela, ) (INDTRUST -> trsfrid, ) (INDTRUST -> trscol, )  (INDTRUST -> 

trsclamt, ) (INDTRUST -> trsbusma, )(INSTRUST -> trsjudi,) (INSTRUST -> trscengo, ) 

(INSTRUST -> trslocgo, ) (INSTRUST -> trspol, )  (INSTRUST -> trsmedia, ) (INSTRUST -> 

trsngo, ) (COSP -> d1c, ) (COSP -> d1d, ) (COSP -> d1e, ) (COSP -> d1f, ) (POLT -> d1004adj, 

) (POLT -> d1005adj, ) (POLT -> d1009adj, ) (POLT -> d1002, ) [pweight = WEIGHT], 

covstruct(_lexogenous, diagonal) method(mlmv) vce(robust) latent(ASSOC INDTRUST 

INSTRUST POLT COSP) nocapslatent 

 

Structural Equation Modeling code: 

 

sem (ASSOC -> cultfreq, ) (ASSOC -> gtfreq, ) (ASSOC -> fdfreq, ) (ASSOC -> socfreq, 

)(INDTRUST -> trsrela, ) (INDTRUST -> trsfrid, ) (INDTRUST -> trscol, )  (INDTRUST -> 

trsclamt, ) (INDTRUST -> trsbusma, )(INSTRUST -> trsjudi, )( INSTRUST -> trscengo, ) 

(INSTRUST -> trslocgo, ) (INSTRUST -> trspol, )  (INSTRUST -> trsmedia, ) (INSTRUST -> 
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trsngo, ) (COSP -> d1c, ) (COSP -> d1d, ) (COSP -> d1e, ) (COSP -> d1f, ) (POLT -> d1004adj, 

) (POLT -> d1005adj, ) (POLT -> d1009adj, ) (POLT -> d1002, )(HAPP -> lifehapp, ) (HAPP -> 

jobhappy, ) ( HAPP -> socfar, ) (ASSOC -> HAPP, ) (INDTRUST -> HAPP, ) (INSTRUST -> 

HAPP, )(COSP -> HAPP, ) (POLT -> HAPP, ) [pweight = WEIGHT], 

covstruct(_lexogenous,diagonal) method(mlmv) vce(robust) latent(ASSOC INDTRUST 

INSTRUST COSP POLT HAPP) nocapslatent 

 

sem, standardized 

 

Multi-group Structural Equation Modeling code: 

 

 by migrant, sort: sem (ASSOC -> cultfreq, ) (ASSOC -> gtfreq, ) (ASSOC -> fdfreq, ) (ASSOC 

-> socfreq, )(INDTRUST -> trsrela, ) (INDTRUST -> trsfrid, ) (INDTRUST -> trscol, )  

(INDTRUST -> trsclamt, ) (INDTRUST -> trsbusma, )(INSTRUST -> trsjudi, )(INSTRUST -> 

trscengo, ) (INSTRUST -> trslocgo, ) (INSTRUST  -> trspol, )  (INSTRUST -> trsmedia, ) 

(INSTRUST -> trsngo, ) (COSP -> d1c, ) 

(COSP -> d1d, ) (COSP -> d1e, ) (COSP -> d1f, ) (POLT -> d1004adj, ) (POLT -> d1005adj, ) 

(POLT -> d1009adj, ) (POLT -> d1002, )(HAPP -> lifehapp, ) (HAPP -> jobhappy, ) (HAPP -> 

socfar, ) (ASSOC -> HAPP, ) (INDTRUST -> HAPP, ) (INSTRUST -> HAPP, ) (COSP -> 

HAPP, ) (POLT -> HAPP, ) [pweight = WEIGHT], covstruct(_lexogenous, diagonal) 

method(mlmv) vce(robust) latent(ASSOC INDTRUST INSTRUST COSP POLT HAPP) 

nocapslatent 

 

sem, standardized 
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11. Appendix: Figures and Tables  

 

       Figure 1: Self-evaluated Happiness 

 

 
 

           Figure 2: Self-evaluated Job Satisfaction 
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       Figure 3: Assessment of Social Fairness 

 

 

 

 
            Figure 4:  Frequency of Social Activities 
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Table 10: Summary Statistics  

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

Happiness:  

     

Self-evaluated life happiness 7,205 3.81 0.85 1 5 

How do you think your salary deserves your 

education, capabilities and experience(job 

satisfaction) 

6,919 2.79 1.23 1 5 

      

Consumption:  

     

Food expenditure  6,466 13381.64 56427.67 0 2500040 

Clothing expenditure  6,403 3390.19 6777.26 0 180000 

Facilities expenditure  6,474 2746.90 6752.61 0 350000 

Housing expenditure  6,304 11018.57 104749.10 0 6000000 

Durable goods expenditure  6,262 3075.52 18949.05 0 750000 

Daily products expenditure  6,357 1522.31 3663.76 0 100000 

Transportation expenditure  6,441 2483.99 5289.87 0 100000 

Entertainment expenditure  6,279 1334.62 14010.77 0 1000000 

Children education expenditure  6,371 3588.85 9073.61 0 240000 

Adult education expenditure  6,281 189.94 1932.50 0 100000 

Self-paid health care expenditure  6,370 2909.65 10068.37 0 400000 

Non self-paid health care expenditure  6,215 2051.23 15012.16 0 800000 

Networking expenditure  6,368 2410.29 5245.23 0 150000 

Alimony expenditure  6,261 1373.71 5926.51 0 200000 
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Family maintenance expenditure  6,148 3582.32 54826.09 0 3120000 

Pressure from food expenditure  7,130 2.85 1.29 1 5 

Pressure from clothing expenditure 7,122 2.18 1.04 1 5 

Pressure from housing expenditure  7,113 2.34 1.32 1 5 

Pressure from household appliance 

expenditure 

7,092 2.10 1.04 1 5 

Pressure from transportation expenditure  7,114 2.21 1.05 1 5 

Pressure from entertainment expenditure  7,063 1.65 0.88 1 5 

Pressure from education expenditure  7,065 2.22 1.42 1 5 

Pressure from health care expenditure  7,085 2.73 1.40 1 5 

Pressure from networking expenditure  7,064 2.37 1.22 1 5 

Pressure from alimony expenditure 7,022 1.70 0.97 1 5 

Weight in purchasing decision: price level 7,169 3.55 1.17 1 5 

Weight in purchasing decision: availability 

of loan 

7,123 1.67 1.03 1 5 

Weight in purchasing decision: 

infrastructure condition near living area 

7,149 2.00 1.07 1 5 

Weight in purchasing decision: brand 

reputation 

7,152 2.99 1.28 1 5 

Weight in purchasing decision: government 

subsidies and tax cut 

7,100 2.04 1.17 1 5 

Weight in purchasing decision: the 

convenience of purchasing process 

7,147 2.47 1.19 1 5 
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How do you agree with: saving is my first 

choice when having extra money 

7,198 3.98 1.06 1 5 

How do you agree with: I care more on 

practical use than on brand  

7,192 3.98 1.04 1 5 

How do you agree with: I should buy brand-

name products because my friends also have 

them 

7,181 1.94 0.95 1 5 

How do you agree with: we should be well-

dressed  even if we need to save money for 

buying expensive clothes by reducing food 

expenditure  

7,187 2.36 1.11 1 5 

Overdraft consumption is encouraged  7,171 2.01 1.07 1 5 

How do you agree with: wearing brand-

name clothing will make me look good  

7,170 2.34 1.20 1 5 

Consumption is my first choice when having 

extra money  

7,198 2.02 1.06 1 5 

Average general consumption pressure  7,132 2.24 0.77 1 5 

      

Assessment of Social Fairness and 

Willingness for Political Participation: 

     

Self-evaluated severity of conflicts between 

the rich and the poor  

7,158 2.45 1.10 1 5 

Self-evaluated severity of conflicts between 

the worker class and the middle class 

7,085 2.98 0.96 1 5 

Self-evaluated severity of conflicts between 

workers and managers  

7,105 2.77 0.96 1 5 

Self-evaluated severity of conflicts between 

the low class and the high class people 

7,125 2.51 1.11 1 5 
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self-evaluated social fairness 7,199 2.88 1.07 1 5 

      

Assessment of Social Fairness: 

     

personal achievement is gained by efforts 

and dedication 

7,196 4.32 0.80 1 5 

 variation in personal capabilities causes 

social inequality  

7,132 2.39 1.10 1 5 

manipulation by interest groups causes 

social inequality  

7,132 3.44 1.11 1 5 

 the poor should get rid of poverty by 

themselves  

7,165 2.48 1.20 1 5 

Governments should tax more on the rich to 

relieve the social inequality 

7,117 3.52 1.15 1 5 

Governments must accept suggestions from 

the public when making tax reforms  

7,167 4.09 0.89 1 5 

I have to submit to the unfair treatment from 

governments  

7,133 2.37 1.23 1 5 

The mission of the government is to serve 

the people  

7,188 4.33 0.78 1 5 

As a taxpayer, I have rights to provide policy 

suggestions on government budget policy 

7,121 3.68 1.08 1 5 

Government policies are too complex to get 

understood by people like me  

7,133 3.38 1.18 1 5 

I think I am qualified to participate in public 

affairs  

7,133 2.71 1.16 1 5 

I am qualified to become government 

officials  

7,126 2.75 1.21 1 5 
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Suggestions from people like me will not 

influence policy-making  

7,115 3.48 1.11 1 5 

Government officials do not care about my 

policy suggestions  

7,108 3.52 1.08 1 5 

Government agencies will adopt my policy 

suggestions  

7,085 2.62 1.05 1 5 

Governmental officials will put emphasis on 

my policy suggestions  

7,080 2.82 1.08 1 5 

I am not confident enough to discuss 

political affairs with others  

7,077 2.87 0.98 1 5 

      

Compliance:  

     

Compliance with transportation regulations  7,188 4.55 0.63 1 5 

Compliance with working-related 

regulations  

7,007 4.57 0.64 1 5 

Compliance with government policies  7,167 4.59 0.61 1 5 

Compliance with market rules  7,155 1.98 0.97 1 5 

Compliance with laws  7,168 4.68 0.55 1 5 

Compliance with organizational discipline  7,097 4.63 0.60 1 5 

Compliance with ethics  7,165 1.18 0.57 1 5 

Average general compliance with 

regulations and ethics  

7,196 4.03 0.41 1 5 

      

Information Acquisition: 

     

Frequency of reading newspapers  7,168 2.69 1.34 1 5 
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Frequency of reading magazines  7,155 2.18 1.11 1 5 

Frequency of listening to radios 7,150 2.05 1.25 1 5 

Frequency of watching TV  7,207 4.17 0.92 1 5 

Frequency of surfing the Internet  7,155 2.34 1.56 1 5 

Frequency of reading mobile news 7,154 1.70 1.18 1 5 

Frequency of reading during leisure time  7,120 2.43 1.40 1 5 

      

Individual Trust and Institutional Trust:  

     

Trust of family members  7,206 4.80 0.48 1 5 

Trust of relatives  7,201 4.18 0.73 1 5 

Trust of friends  7,194 3.81 0.75 1 5 

Trust of colleagues  7,036 3.50 0.76 1 5 

Trust of leaders  7,149 3.21 0.95 1 5 

Trust of businessman  7,171 2.56 0.91 1 5 

Trust of classmates  7,041 3.59 0.73 1 5 

Trust of county folks  7,125 3.39 0.80 1 5 

Trust of people with religion  7,063 2.64 1.04 1 5 

Trust of judicial system  7,166 3.77 1.04 1 5 

Trust of central government  7,180 4.27 0.84 1 5 

Trust of local government  7,170 3.65 1.06 1 5 

Trust of army  7,153 4.27 0.82 1 5 

Trust of the police  7,168 3.81 1.03 1 5 
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Trust of central media  7,161 3.93 0.93 1 5 

Trust of local media  7,164 3.53 1.00 1 5 

Trust of NGO  7,068 3.05 0.94 1 5 

Trust of private firms  7,129 3.09 0.89 1 5 

Trust of national people congress  7,162 4.23 0.88 1 5 

Trust of religious organizations 7,052 2.72 1.09 1 5 

Trust of education system  7,157 3.92 0.89 1 5 

How do you agree: most people are trustable 7,201 3.41 1.10 1 5 

It is easy to get profited by others in this 

society  

7,183 2.98 1.15 1 5 

      

Association:  

     

Frequency of going to cinemas during 

leisure time  

7,143 1.39 0.63 1 5 

Frequency of participating in cultural and 

recreational activities during leisure time  

7,145 1.54 0.82 1 5 

Frequency of gathering with relatives during 

leisure time  

7,183 2.28 0.74 1 5 

Frequency of gathering with friends during 

leisure time  

7,176 2.42 0.94 1 5 

Frequency of socializing with other people  7,155 2.76 1.01 1 5 

Frequency of relaxing during leisure time 7,190 3.54 0.97 1 5 

      

Social-Economic and Demographical 

Variables: 
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Have no faith  7,214 0.87 0.34 0 1 

High school or equivalent education level  7,215 0.26 0.44 0 1 

College or equivalent education level  7,215 0.24 0.43 0 1 

Master or equivalent education level  7,215 0.01 0.12 0 1 

CCP member  7,206 0.17 0.37 0 1 

House ownership 7,201 0.44 0.50 0 1 

Health level  7,208 2.47 0.73 1 3 

City-city migrants  7,160 0.07 0.25 0 1 

Rural-urban migrants  7,160 0.06 0.24 0 1 

Modern media as the main information 

channel  

7,136 0.21 0.41 0 1 

Union member  7,189 0.18 0.38 0 1 

Middle income level 6,190 0.55 0.50 0 1 

High income level  6,190 0.12 0.33 0 1 

Middle social status  7,194 0.51 0.50 0 1 

High social status  7,194 0.10 0.30 0 1 

18-30 years old  7,214 0.19 0.39 0 1 

30-40 years old  7,214 0.21 0.41 0 1 

40-50 years old  7,214 0.23 0.42 0 1 

50-60 years old  7,214 0.18 0.39 0 1 

Being married  7,211 0.77 0.42 0 1 

Being divorced or widowed  7,211 0.10 0.30 0 1 
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Being migrants  7,162 0.14 0.35 0 1 

House owned by parents  7,201 0.11 0.32 0 1 

Apartment size: below 70 square meters  7,131 0.42 0.49 0 1 

Apartment size: 70-100 square meters  7,131 0.27 0.44 0 1 

Apartment size: over 100 square meters  7,131 0.31 0.46 0 1 

Whether you are covered by health insurance  7,158 0.84 0.37 0 1 

Whether you are covered by endowment 

insurance  

6,920 0.58 0.49 0 1 

Average general compliance with 

regulations and ethics  

7,196 4.03 0.41 1 5 

Have you voted in the community? 7,217 0.35 0.48 0 1 

Total family income in the last year 6,190 54507.58 128911.90 0 6000000 

Number of properties owned  7,156 1.08 0.62 0 7 

Car ownership  7,196 0.15 0.36 0 1 

 

Correlation Matrix  
   

    

 
Life happiness 

 
Job 

satisfaction 

Measures for Information Acquisition: 
   

Frequency of reading newspapers 0.105 
 

-0.012 
 

7160 
 

6876 
 

*** 
  

Frequency of listening to radios  0.0588 
 

-0.004 
 

7142 
 

6859 
 

*** 
  

Frequency of watching TV 0.076 
 

-0.0271 
 

7198 
 

6911 
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*** 

 
** 

Frequency of surfing the Internet 0.0821 
 

0.042 
 

7147 
 

6863 
 

*** 
 

*** 

Frequency of reading books  0.127 
 

0.034 
 

7112 
 

6828 
 

*** 
 

*** 
    

Measures for Association: 
   

Frequency of participating in cultural and recreational activities during 

leisure time  

0.0721 
 

0.035 

 
7137 

 
6854 

 
*** 

 
*** 

Frequency of gathering with relatives during leisure time  0.108 
 

0.027 
 

7174 
 

6889 
 

*** 
 

** 

Frequency of gathering with friends during leisure time  0.0812 
 

0.056 
 

7167 
 

6883 
 

*** 
 

*** 

Frequency of socilzing with other people  0.0865 
 

0.056 
 

7147 
 

6864 
 

*** 
 

*** 
    

    

    

Measure for Individual and Institutional trust: 
   

Trust of family members  0.107 
 

0.025 
 

7198 
 

6915 
 

*** 
 

** 

Trust of friends  0.102 
 

0.106 
 

7186 
 

6904 
 

*** 
 

*** 

Trust of colleagues  0.113 
 

0.119 
 

7028 
 

6792 
 

*** 
 

*** 

Trust of classmates  0.1456 
 

0.104 
 

7033 
 

6764 
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*** 

 
*** 

Trust of county folks  0.102 
 

0.092 
 

7117 
 

6844 
 

*** 
 

*** 

Trust of judicial system  0.124 
 

0.190 
 

7158 
 

6877 
 

*** 
 

*** 

Trust of central government  0.131 
 

0.122 
 

7172 
 

6891 
 

*** 
 

*** 

Trust of local government  0.154 
 

0.191 
 

7162 
 

6881 
 

*** 
 

*** 

Trust of the police  0.123 
 

0.183 
 

7160 
 

6880 
 

*** 
 

*** 

Trust of central media  0.108 
 

0.138 
 

7153 
 

6873 
 

*** 
 

*** 

Trust of local media  0.112 
 

0.153 
 

7156 
 

6878 
 

*** 
 

*** 

Trust of NGO  0.058 
 

0.101 
 

7060 
 

6785 
 

*** 
 

*** 

Trust of national people congress  0.134 
 

0.134 
 

7154 
 

6873 
 

*** 
 

*** 

Trust of education system  0.139 
 

0.145 
 

7149 
 

6870 
 

*** 
 

*** 

How do you agree: most people are trustable 0.185 
 

0.110 
 

7197 
 

6906 
 

*** 
 

*** 

Consumption: 
   

How do you agree with: I should buy brand-name products because my 

friends also have them. 

-0.024 
 

0.060 
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7172 

 
6891 

 
** 

 
*** 

Overdraft consumption is encouraged  -0.0389 
 

0.022 
 

7162 
 

6884 
 

*** 
 

* 

Average general consumption pressure  -0.217 
 

-0.1998 
 

7123 
 

6851 
 

*** 
 

*** 
    

Assessment of Social Fairness: 
   

self-evaluated of social fairness 0.289 
 

0.340 
 

7196 
 

6907 
 

*** 
 

*** 

manipulation by interest groups causes social inequality  -0.065 
 

-0.177 
 

7125 
 

6847 
 

*** 
 

*** 

Self-evaluated severity of conflicts between the rich and the poor  0.111 
 

0.194 
 

7150 
 

6871 
 

*** 
 

*** 
    

Willingness for Political Participation: 
   

As a taxpayer, I have rights to provide policy suggestions on government 

budget policy 

0.011 
 

-0.076 

 
7113 

 
6835 

   
*** 

I think I am qualified to participate in public affairs  0.046 
 

-0.004 
 

7125 
 

6846 
 

*** 
  

Average general compliance with regulations and ethics  0.163 
 

0.044 
 

7188 
 

6906 
 

*** 
 

*** 

Car ownership  0.133 
 

0.095 
 

7187 
 

6904 
 

*** 
 

*** 

House ownership 0.029 
 

0.018 
 

7191 
 

6906 
 

** 
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